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Hancock Station
To Be Designated
Ecology Reserve

•

DONATING TIME — Members of the Local 1734 Carzenters
Union of Murray and Cleaver Construction Co. donated their
time to help construct the Murray-Calloway County Chamber

of Commerce's new building, located on U.S. 641, north of the
•
Highway 121 intersection.
Staff Photo
•

Consumer Price Index To Be Revised
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government announced today it
will change its most closely
watched inflation measure —
the Consumer Price Index — to
remove the volatile effects of
house prices and mortgage
rates. The result is expected to
be a lower inflation rate and
smaller cost-of-living raises for
millions of Americans.
The Bureau of Labor
Statistics, an independent and
non-partisan branch of the
Labor Department, said that
starting in January 1983 it will
revise its basic index to treat
housing costs as if the owner
were renting the dwelling.
A companion price index
geared toward wage earners
and clerical workers will be
changed in the same way, but
not until January 1985. The

change was delayed because
this particular index is commonly used for union contracts
with cost-of-living clauses, and
many of those contracts do not
expire for several years.
The change in the CPI will
directly affect an estimated 90
million Americans whose incomes' are tied to rises in the
index. About 9 million union
members are covered Ly labor
contracts that provide
cost-of-living wage increases
based on the CPI, and another
81 million people receive Social
Security, government pensions, food stamps and other
federal benefits that increase
based on rises in the CPI.
"A growing number of people
feel that there is something
wrong with the CPI and that it
should be fixed," Janet L. Nor-

wood, commissioner of the
statistics bureau, said at a
news conference. "In'.-light of
the extensive use of the CPI in
our economic system, it is
essential that public confidence
in it be maintained. These facts
clearly indicate that the time
for changing the C?I has
come."
If the change took effect in
1980, according to government
figures, inflation as measured
by the CPI would have been
10.8 percent; instead it was 12.4
percent. Similarly, inflation
during the 12 months through
September 1981 would have
been 9.2 percent instead of 11
percent.
Changes in the index also affect government spending on
programs with automatic costof-living increases. For each 1

percent rise in the index,
federal spending goes.up about
;2 billion.
Although details still are to
be worked out, the index would
be revised to measure housing
costs as if the owner were paying rent. Therent would be based on the costs of operating a
home, including property
taxes, repairs, insurance and
regular maintenance.
Growing ranks of economists
and policy -makers —
Democrats and Republicans
alike — have been pressing for
a change in the hnusing cost
measurement, which they
blame for overstating the actual rate of inflation.
However, leaders of organized labor have threatened in the
past to contest a change that
would treat housing as a rental
cost, particularly if the longterm effect would be a lower inflation rate and, consequently,
smaller contract raises.
Asa concession to unions that
recently signed three-year contracts, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics planned to continue
aftermath of the attempt on his perience," he added.
Gergen was fielding ques- issuing changes in the current
life March 30 cemented in the
index along with the revised inAmerican consciousness an im- tions at the annual Washington
dex beyond 1983,sources said.
age of a brave president, conference of the American
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Advertising
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Reagan's Popularity. Compared
With Former Chief Executive
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
Ronald Reagan's White House,
one of his advisers says, he is
seen as "a new Eisenhower" —
a president whose personal
magnetism withstands the swings of political fortune and
who attained Ike-like "heroic
stature" after being shot.
David -Gergen, -the White
House communications director, in an assessment that he
thought was being given
privately to a group of
advertising executives, said
Reagan could become the first
truly successful chief executive
since Dwight D. Eisenhower
held office through eight years
of consistent popularity in the
1950s.
In fact, Gergen said, Reagan
has an opportunity to persuade
a self-doubting people that
Americans remain capable of
governing themselves.
Reagan's behavior in the

Hancock Biological Station, a
Murray State University facilt:
ty on Kentucky Lake, and the
Land Between the Lakes 41.11Li
will soon be designated an Experimental Ecological Reserve
by the National Science Foundation NSF ) through its
grantee, The Institute of
Ecology ( TIE )
The nomination proposal for
the designation was *submitted
as a cooperative project by Dr.
Don Johnson, director of the
biological station,. and Tom
Forsythe, fisheries biologist
with the LBI. of the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
At the request of a number of
Federal agencies, NSF supported TIE in an evaluation of
potential environmental
research sites in the United
States for designations as Experimental Ecological
Reserves(EERs).
Johnson said the biological
station and the I.B1. are one of
97 sites selected as focal points
of research efforts and one of
only two EERs on a reservoir.
He added that the site is the
only one yet designated in Kentucky and has been determined
to be the one where questions in
mid -America reservoir
research can most effectively
be answered.
Dr. One Loucks, science
director of the Institute of
Ecology .at Butler University,
said the Hancock Biological
Station "stands above all
others as a field research facility to deal with aquatic research
in this area." He added that its
designation is "a recognition of
institutional commitment to a
research program important in
the,determination of the effects
of habitat manipulation on
ecosystems.
"The designation of the
biological station, and the
LBL," according to Johnson,
"is a recognition of our
capability to address unique
reservoir problems confronting
federal agencies charged with
environmental protection."
During the first phase of
EER„ 67 locations in 28 states
were selected in 1977 from 332
potential sites. In the second
phase,following nominations in
April 1980, an additional 30
locations were selected.
The EER system, Loucks
pointed out, has been developed
r

State Police
Report Shooting.

of

Police Continue
Break-In Probe

''to provide regional fiN'al
points for bringing together
scientists from many institu •
lions to carry out moderate to
large scale field manipulations
for intensive study '•
To understand the trend of
altered natural systems under
the pressure of growing human
populations and associated
technology, Loucks explained.
studies of ecosystems and their
components and broad investigations of biotic patterns
and their correlation with environmental variables are
needed for the spectrum of
ecological systems across- the
U.S.
Long-term ecological
monitoring is essential.
Johnson elaborated. •'becatise
the process is so slow that
alterations in their function can
be identified only by continuing
investigations."
A primary objective of
designating EERs is to bring
together otherwise- diffused
research activities and thus .
benefit from collective efforts
such as baseline . data and
maintenance of facilities,
(Continued On Page Two e

Sheriff's Office
Open Saturday,
The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office will be .open
front 8 a.m to noon'Saturday
for the payment of county
taxes.Sheriff Max Morris said.
County - taxes may -be paid
through Monday. Nov 2, withthe two percent discount, Morris said.
Citizens will have to pay face
value of the taxes from Nov 3
through Dec 31, Morris said
After that time, penalty
payments will be added to the
taxes, he added.

partly sunny
Chance of some drizzle
this morning then becoming
partly sunny. High in the upper 50s to lower 60s. Cooler
with a chance of fog developing tonight. Low in the upper
30s to lower 40s Becoming
mostly sunny on
Wednesday High in the upper 50s to lower 60s.
Kentucky Extended
Forecast
Thursday through Saturday: Dry and warm Highs
will be mostly in the 70s and
lows will IA.- mostly in the
---50s-
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Succession Battle Brewing Between Governor, Collins
amendment. And she said legitimate debate...with
television advertisements Madison Avenue gimmickry.
sponsored by those supporting 'They are not meant to educate
the measure are intendend to but to confuse and muddle."
"cosifuse and muddle" the
One advertisement Mrs. Colissue.
lins said she found particularly
The amendment also_ would offensive shows a smoke-filled
allow unlimited succession for •room where a group of mumbl- --County sheriffs.
ing men ostensibly are making
woula allow the goventm- and
Mrs. Collins said she decided government decisions behind
—
other constitutional officers to speak out after "some pro- closed doors-.
one successive tertn, has the ponents of this 'amendment
In the ad, a narrator enbacking of Gov. John Y. Brown chose AO place their faith in an courages support of the amendJr., who said he was not sur- advertising firm rather than in ment to keep such people from
prised by Mrs. Collins' the people of Kentucky."
running Kentucky. The ad does
announcement Monday.
Although arguments for and not identify the people,
'
Her statement during an against the amendment were however.
afternoon press conference was originally presented fairly,
In urging the amendment's
the first time Mrs. Cdilins has Mrs. Collins said, the TV ads defeat, Mrs. Collins said -that
publiely .taken a stand on the have "overshadowed fear of abuses by the governor,

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Kentucky's two top executives
say they hope to continuewhat
has been a publicly amiable
relationsIttp, even though Lt.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
urged defeat of the succession
aMehdment.

11

if the measure passes, is "fully
justified and the taxpayers'
money can be viewed 'as a
multimillion dollar slush fund
.to be used in seeking
re-election."
The 1982 General Assembly
could -consider another amendmerit, she said,''one that would
not disrupt the balance between- the executive and..
legislative-. branches .of
government."
- Brian 'Lunde, executive
directnr of Kentuckians For
The Amendment,issued a brief
statement in response to Mts.
Collins' remarks.
"Her opposition comes as no
surprise, and the reasons that

the lieutenant governor is the lieutenant governor.... apquoted as giving for opposing parently was misinformed
thq amendment are curious for because "the money just
someone in her position," the became free in the last month"
amendment said.
as a result of the state's re issuing a -number of road
elaborate:
Lunde refused to
• Mrs. Collins also referred to bonds.
Brown also said that ophighwa'Y projects that have
been announced around the ponents of the amendment had
state in recent weeks by the •-itot of,ared-a "sitigle act we've.
done that's trading for votes or
Brown administration. _
--anything
Reiterating that he is not a
Calling the timing of the ancandidate for Office. Brown
nouncentents "traQsparent
Mrs. Collins said it was said that "people _who. have
"regrettable that some of these been around politics for a long
projects fell victim to timing time find it .inconceivable to
when they could have been in- think we could have a governor
itiated earlier for the benefit of that's just well intended and
doesn't want''a damp thing out
the citizens."
.
Brown denied t that, saying of it."
•

-_
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Balanced Budget Not Emphasized

U.S. Overstuffed
With Turkeys
WASHINGTON (AP) — means lower prices for both
America's turkey supply is consumers and growers, who
overstuffed, the federal boosted output to a record 168.5
government says.
million birds this year, up 2
In order to consume it, holi- percent from 164 7 million in
day diners would have to eat 1980.
double and triple.. servings to
To reduce the. large invenrelieve some of the market tories of .frozen turkeys to
pressure, an Agriculture more-normal levels,
Department expert said Americans v/ould have to eat
Monday.
an average of 4.8 pounds each
"You Tight think about hav- during the fourth quarter of
ing two turkeys for Thanksgiv- this year, Baker said in a
ing," said Allen Baker of the telephone interview.
department's Economic
Per capita turkey consumpResearch Service.
tion in the last three months of
The abundance of turkeys 1980 averaged 4.02 pounds.

WASHINGTU..
') — As
Senate Republicans study between $50 billion and $70 billion
in tax increases, White House
budget director David A.
Stockman says the administration is not "making a fetish"
out of a balanced budget by
1984.
Sources say the $50 billion to
$70 billion figure is included in
a memorandum drawn up for
Senate Majority Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. and
House Republican leader
Robert H. Michel and based on
private meetings last week
among GOP congressional
leaders.-

Bullet Links Man Gunned Down
By Police To Brinks Robbery
murderous attack on a Brink's
truck was tucked in his pocket,
a prosecutor says.
In his pocket when he was
killed Friday night was a flattened .38-caliber bullet, and
over his chest was a bulletproof
vest.
Rockland County District Attorney Kenneth Gribetz said
Monday night the bullet came
from the gun of police Sgt. Edward O'Grady Jr. one of two
Nyack police officers killed
Tuesday when a getaway car
from the robbery of the truck
was halted at a roadblock. A
Brink's guard also was killed.
"There is very strong
evidence td believe that Samuel
Smith was involved in the
murders and robberies in
Rockland County," Gribetz
said. "The bullet found in his
pocket — a flattened .38-caliber
— was shot from Sgt.
O'Grady's gun."
He said "the reason Smith
was not killed (in the Rockland
holdup) was that he was wear-

NEW YORK (AP) — When
Sam Smith was shot dead by
police after a screeching
highway obase and a gunbattle,
the key to his role in a

Lions Auction
Starts Tonight
The annual Murray Lions
Club radio auction begins
tonight and will continue
Wednesday and Thursday over
WNBS-WAAW.
The auction begins at 6:30
each evening.
Many bargains are included
in this year's auction, a club
spokesman said. Among the
items to be sold are *clothing,
sporting goods,'office supplies,
food and household items.
Proceeds of the auction are
used by the Lions Club to continue its sight conservation efforts, support the local blood
bank and other community service projects.

Hancock...
Johnson noted.
"This kind of coordinatiorf
should result in improved cost
effectiveness of research investments," Loucks said.
According to Johnson, proposals for improving facilities
at EER will receive priority
consideration, with those
representing a multiinstitutional commitment being favored.
"Our initiation of the Environmental Consortium of
Mid-America will be a very
positive asset to future funding
of proposals at the Hancock
Biological Station-LBL EER,"

ing a bulletproof vest."
Four suspects,. including
Katherine Boudin and two
others identified as members of
the Weather Underground terrorist group, were arrested
after the $1.6 million robbery
from the Brink's truck in
Nanuet, N.Y., about 25 miles
north of Manhattan. The money
was recovered.
At a news conference Monday night, Gribetz said
authorities "have knowledge
concerning other individuals"
involved in the Brink's
robbery, but said he couldn't
release more details.

Boat Sinks,.
26 Drown

(Continued From Page One)
he observed. "Present
cooperative efforts with
Western Kentucky University,
the University of Kentucky,the
University of Louisville and
Memphis State University can
be only enhanced by our EER
designation."
Johnson concluded that the
EER designation will facilitate
an understanding of fish and
wildlife, as well as environmental quality, questions and
potential problems for the
region, by focusing research efforts of scientists and students
on the resources of Kentucky
Lake, Lake Barkley and adjacent land areas.

SAVE — SAVE! SAVE

HILLSBORO INLET, Fla.
(AP) — A wooden sailboat carrying about 60 Haitian refugees
"broke up" less than a halfmile from shore early today,
drowning at least 26 people, the
U.S. Coast Guard said.
Chief Petty Officer Mario
Toscano said 26 bodies had
been recovered and three
patrol boats and three
helicopters were searching for
"about 11 more" in waters off
this northeastern Broward
County inlet, officials said.
Thirty Haitian refugees
swam safely to shore,he said.
Coast Guard Petty Officer
Dan Waldsctunidt said bodies
began washing up on a residential beach about a mile north of
the inlet at 5:30 a.m.
Debris from the vessel also
washed up on shore.
"The boat is swamped offshore. We can see it," said Lt.
Rdbert Jones of the Hillsboro
Beach police department.

SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Food

ern

6.•

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 10-27 thru 11-1

Field
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8C
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Coffee
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InstantS
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Buttermilk

Margarine

99.
Potatoes
.
o
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3
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The tax Hit eases are part of
a strategy GOP leaders hope
will lead to paring budget
deficits by $115 billion over the
next three years.
Baker and Michel are expected to meet with Reagan
later this week to discuss the
strategy.
But the sources emphasized
that House Republicans are not
committed to a tax increase of
any given size.
Instead, the House
Republican leadership promised only to seek higher,taxes and
more cuts in benefit programs
if the budget deficits for the
next three years appear to be
higher than the estimates
contained in the budget outline
passed by Congress earlier this
year.
According to one source, the
Senate Budget Committee has
drawn up a list of 24 possible
tax increases which the
Treasury Department
estimates would raise $84.4
billion in revenues in 1983 and
1984.
Sources said Senate
Republicans have reached no
eonsensus on which of the proposals to pursue.
President Reagan has asked
for $22 billion in higher taxes
over the next three years as
part of his plan to balance the
budget by 1984. Of that, $3
billion would come in the current fiscal year.
In recent days, however, administration officials have conceded that much higher tax increases may be necessary to
meet Reagan's goal.
One source said tentative
GOP plans to trim $115 billion
from the deficit over the next
three years included about $40
billion in cuts in benefit programs such as government
pensions and food stamps, and
about $15 billion in cuts in
domestic and defense
programs.
Stockman said Monday that
hopes for a balanced 1984

budget may be slipping due to
high interest rates and ballooning spending on various
government programs.
"The fiscal balance objective
as symbolized by closing , the
deficit to zero by 1984 is now
seriously behind schedule for a
hundred little reasons and no
one's particular fault,"
Stockman said.
Paring the budget deficit
should be "the most important
target of policy and legislative
action," Stockman said.
"I don't think anybody's talking about literal accounting
balance or making a fetish of"
achieving a balanced budget,.
Stockman said. Rather, the
focus is on bringing "the
revenue path and the spending
path under an expanding
economy into balance out there
in the 1984 range."
The administration
estimates that there will be
deficits of $59.1 billion in 1982,
$62.9 billion next year and 858.8
billion in 1984 without budget
savings beyond those enacted
earlier this year.
Stockman noted that other
projections for the three years
are $300 billion and more.
"Without decisive remedial
action in the next six months,
the truth is likley to be in the
higher rather than the lower
end of this range," Stockman
said.
But he said, "Most of the job
ought to be done on the spending side of the ledger and we
do not accept the notion that the
well is dry, that all the opporttmities for further reductions have been exhausted."
Rep. James R. Jones, DOkla., chairman of-the House
Budget committee, appeared
at the National Press Club with
Stockman and predicted that a
balanced budget by 1984 was
"clearly out of thequestion."
Meanwhile, Senate Finance
Chairman Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
confirmed that his panel would
begin drafting legislation early
next year to raise taxes.
Dole predicted that Congress

would enact the increases, but
he did not give details. Dole
said he hoped hearings would
start before Congress adjourns
for the year.
Among the tax revenue
possibilities drawn up by tbe
Senate Budget Committee are
six proposals that would double
excise taxes--from 4 cents to 8
cents a gallon on gasoline,from
2 percent to 4 percent on
telephone bills, from 8 cents to
16 cents on a package of
cigarettes,from $10.50 to $21 on
a gallon of liquor,from $9 to $18
on a barrel of beer, and from 17
cents to 34 cents on a gallon of
wine.
The other 18 proposals would
close tax "loopholes" by reducing or• eliminating certain
deductions or exemptions.
Proposals affecting individuals include:
—Eliminating interest
deductions other than auto and
loans and mortgages. •
--:-Limiting home mortgage
interest deductions to $5,000
and casualty deductions to
$100.
— Taxing a portion. of
employer-paid health insurance premiums.
—Eliminating employee-paid
medical insurance premium
deductions and dependent student exemptions..
—Taxing all unemployment
insurance compensation and
half of all Social Security income that exceeds $20,000 a
year for an individual and
$25,000for a couple.
Proposals under consideration affecting businesses or
local governments include:
—Eliminating tax-exempt
status on industrial develop-.
ment, pollutiorFcontrol,
hospital and student-loan
bonds.
—Eliminating capital gains
treatment of timber, coal and •
iron ore; eliminating tax deferrals for shipping companies.
—Eliminating tax exemptions for companies doing
business on U.S. island possessions such as Puerto Rico.

Reagan Still Trys To Save Deal;
Zeros On AWACS Opponents
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan is zeroing in
on a handful of opponents to his
AWACS sale to Saudi Arabia
with hints that it would draw
the Arab kingdom into Middle
East peace efforts. On the eve
of the Senate showdown,
however, the odds are heavily
against hissaving the deal.
Reagan, who planned to see
up to a dozen senators in a final
lobbying blitz Tuesday and
Wednesday, picked up only one
vote and lost one Monday.
But he failed to convert any
opponents, leaving the Senate
lineup 55-38 against the sale,
according to the latest
AsSociated Press count.
That includes 53 senators
who have announced they oppose the sale — two more than
needed to block it — plus two
leaning that way.
The $8.5 billion arms
package, the biggest in U.S.
history, includes five Airborne
Warning and Control System
radar planes plus 1,177
Sidewinder missiles and fueling to .extend the range and
firepower of 62 Saudi F-15 jets.
The sale already has been rejected by the House and will be
vetoed if a majority of the

Senate votes it down
Wednesday.
White House aides and
Senate Republican leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. and his
staff exuded confidence Monday that enough Senate opponents are willing to switch to
give Reagan victory in this, his
first major foreign policy battle
on Capitol Hill.
They refused to identify
them, but at least two opponents refused to rule out
changing their positions before
Wednesday's vote.
Sen. Mark Andrews, R-N.D.,
said he promised Reagan during their meeting Monday that
"I'd keep an open mind."
He said he remains opposed
to making such huge arms
sales all over the world but "I'll
take another look at it Wednesday morning."
And Sen. Howell Heflin, DAla., who promised Reagan
two weeks ago to restudy his
position, said he's still doing
that. •
The White House also is trying to win over Republican
Slade Gorton of Washington
state — and others as well — by
linking the deal to possible
Saudi cooperation in the Middle

East peace process.
Sen. William L. Armstrong,
R-Colo., the one senator who
announced his support for the
sale Monday,quoted Reagan as
saying that his meeting with
Saudi Crown Prince Fahd in
Cancun, Mexico, last week
"renewed his conviction that
we do have a great chance to
bring the Saudis more deeply
into the peace process."
That helped win his previously uncommitted vtte, Armstrong said.
Andrews said the president
told him the same thing but
gave no specifics on what peace
moves the Saudis might accept.
"He spoke of it more in
general terms," Andrews said.
The Saudis, who have proposed an eight-point peace plan of
their own, are among Arab nations that denounced the U.S.backed Camp David plan for
phased peacenegotiations.
Sen. Patrick Leahy. D-Vt.,
announcing on the Senate floor
that he will vote against the
sale, argued that it would not
hire the Saudis into Mideast
peace efforts but rather would
only "start an avalanche" of
similar arms requests from
other Arab countries.

Polish Strike Plans Continue
WARSAW, Poland (ap) —
Polish party officials said the
The Central Committee of Central Committee will meet
Poland's Communist Party and Wednesday, just hours after
defense ministers of the Soviet- Solidarity holds its planned
led Warsavi Pact will meet one-hour national protest. They
separately soon, officials said said Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski,
today, as the Solidarity labor who is party leader, defense
federation continued defying minister and prime minister,
authorities and making plans may propose changes in his
for a nationwide strike.
cabinet and the Politburo.

Thousands of soldiers were
deployed across the country to
try to improve government services. Gen. Tadeusz
Hupalowski, the minister of
administration and environment, said they would also
"maintain law and order afid
counteract localconflicts."
Government sources said
about 830 squads of three and
four officers and veteran
enlisted men were sent out to
cover
about 2,000 villages and
launch
1982
date,
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.. early March
towns. Hupalowski said
small
(AP) — Kennedy Space Center
although that is not firm.
would help with the
they
While NASA officials are
workers have begun stowing
suits, food and other equipment
more confident of the durabili- distribution of food and fuel,
ty of the shuttle's heat- housing, health services and
aboard the shuttle Columbia as
protection tiles during re-entry transport and the flow of food
all appears ready for a Nov. 4
in the second flight, they still and fuel supplies.
launch, NASA officials say.
Leaders of the Communist,
are a major coneern, Page
Democilitic and Peasant par"There doesn't look like said.
there are any problems that
During the first mission, ties issued a joint statement
P.eAriut some of the tiles were nicked or
wnuld slow.as
. Monday, saying the warning'
Page,director of shuttle launch ,chipped, and a few fell off. strike to protest food shortages
operations, said holonday.•
_Workers also_baLto. reinstalL and alleged police harasiunent
the, weather is agreeable, we 379 of the tiles following a fuel poied a fhteat to 111/trid'8
ought to be able to do spill during preparations for "political, economic and
defense"foundations.
something on the fourth."
the second launch."This must be met with
workemstowed
gear
the
As
Also on Monday, workers
for the shuttle's second mis- washed down the launch pad counteraction corresponding to
sion, Page talked about the surface and flame trenches to the degree of the threat," the
Spacecraft's third flight. He lessen the chance of any loose Communists and their allies
said.
said NASA is considering an
material being on the pad.

Shuttle Cargo Stowed
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Looking Back
"146

10 }'ears Ago
A tobacco barn owned by D.
W. McKinney on Pottertown
Road was destroyed by fire.
Three acres of dark fired tobacco also were lost in the fire.
Deaths reported included
Russ McCuiston, 82, M. W.
(Chuck) Thomas, 61, Mrs.
Docia White, 83, and Della Piggott, 79.
Marti Adams, R.N., Rt.

Hazel, was elected to the Board
of Directors of the Kentucky
Nurses Association: She
teaches at Murray State
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Harrison
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary at the home of
their daughter, Mrs. Robert E.
Wright, Rt. 1, Farmington, on
Oct. 31.

20 Years Ago
Z. C. Enix was elected president of the Calloway County
Fair Board. New directors
named were Jim Irby, Glenn
Kelso,and George Hodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Madrey
were honored on their 50th anniversary with an open house
Oct. 15 qt the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Johnnie Roach
and Mr. Roach.

Births reported at the Murray Hospital included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Talmadge
Fike.
Preston "Ty" Holland, head
football coach at Murray High
School, was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club at the Murray Woman's
Club House.

III it.' .
60FtokFpnri Garrott\
You Just Can't Hardlv Beat
A Hole-In-One And A Birdie
lYkl

l•tart•ill

Sou... •••41

30 Years Ago

among other titles.
ingham, Red Howe. Jr.. Jim
The other day,- Ralph Mc- Brannon and Larry Robinson.
Cuiston and Jimmy Boone were
When they came to t,Oe 15th
The Ward Auto Supply Store
Jean Ryan, William Foy,
partners in just such a fairway tee, Tim didn't hit his tee shot
on Main Street between Fifth
James Shell_ Gene Woods,
conflict at the Murray Country very well, hooking it to the left
and Sixth Streets had its grand
Auburn Wells, John Purdom,
Club. Playing with them were edge of the fairway sonic 200
opening Oct. 25. A. J. Ward was
Ralph Boyd,Tenif Grant, John
Johnny McCage, club pro Jim- yards or so from the tee.
owner and Lyle Armstrong was
Murdock,and Robert White arg
my Sullivan, Circuit Judge
On his second "shot, however,
credit sales manages.
students from Calloway County
James Lassiter and Billy Thur- he powered a 3-wood shot over
Deaths reported included
enrolled at the University of
man. Other than Ralph and the hill in the general direction
Toy Farmer.
Kentucky,Lexington.
'Jimmy, I don't know who had of the green.
Births reported included a
D.Sarah Hargisr-chiropracwhom for a partner.
As the sixsome approached
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
tor, announced the opening of
When'they came to the 125- the green, at first they couldn't
Strange, and a boy to Mr. and
her office at 103 North Fifth
yard .11th hole, where a line of locate Tin's ball..After looking
Mrs. George Belt, Oct. 22.
Street.
towering pine trees .ditectly .in around for it for several - front of the tee pose _ a-.for- minutes, ikiddy Buckingham
midable, green-guarding Laughingly suggested that sohazard, Ralph stepped up and,
• with a 7-iron, lofted his tee shot meone go up on the green and
check the cup. It just might
over the trees and into the cup have gone in.
forthe,second hole-in-one of his
It had,
governors
of
44
The
himself.
golfing career.
likley
to
abuse
his
powers
in
an
and
customs
Amazingly enough, Tim's
over
the
past 20
Dear Editor:
states are, to a large extent,
:"The
Ball
actually
hit
about
2
effort
to
re-elect
himself
years
than
in
.have
was in the cupAte bad greatly
ball
redressed
On November 3, 1981, Kenthis imbalance. From 1931 to an effort to name his successor. equally as powerful as---the- feet short and about 2feet to the scored an eagle
two under
tuckians will vote on a proposgovernor of Kentucky -- some right of the pin," he laughed, par on the long, tough, old hole
no
conI
suggest
that
there
is
1960,
the
governor
possessed
ed constitutional amendment to
yet, we recalling the shot,"but it took a — with a second shot covering
the arbitrary power to hire and ceivable use of power which an of them more so
permit the governor and other
allow the President to run for a left-handed kick and rolled into something lifke 230 yards. This
incumbent
governor
could
use
fire
all
state
employees
and
to
constitutional officers to sucassess all state employees for in his own behalf that second term and the people of the cup."
is considerably longer than,the.
ceed themselves for one term if
Jimmy, his partner, then hit distance of an average hole-inpolitical contributions; the previous governors have not these 44 states allow their
the people are willing to elect
power to award personal ser- already used in attempting to governors to run for a second his tee shot to within a few feet one.
them.
term. Our legillators may run of the pin, and, moments later,
vice contracts without hin- name their successors.
Although no records are kept
' The simple issue is whether
There is, however, One dif- for.as_many terms aS.the..peo- stroked the putt-into. --the-holedrance;
the
h
power
to
spend
e l'u b 0 n s
the people are willing to trust
state funds for capital outlay ference. An incumbent gover- ple are willing to elect them. for a birdie two, giving their achievements, it is a good bet
themselves to decide whether a
and building projects without nor seeking re-election is ac- Our local officials may remain team an unbelievable two that Tim holds the distinction of
governor and other constitulegislative consent; the power countable. He cnannot hide his in office for a lifetime: While it _points on the- hole — onelor the having scored the only eagle
tional officers are to be remay be that the argument that. low ball on-Ralph's hole-in-one two ever made on that hole
to
issue administrative rules misdeeds behind the clean face
elected for a single term. I
everybody
else does it is not a and another-for the low total of since it became a part of the
and regulations interpreting of a new candidate. On the
belive that we can trust the peowholly convincing argument, it their two scores. other
hand,
an
incumbent
and
applying
the
various
course back in 196W................
ple to make their own choices.
demonstrates to us at least that
Generally,
on
a
3
-par
hole
governor
who
cannot
succeed
statutes
of
the
states;
and
the
And, it is as equally as good a
We do not need to handcuff
power to veto legislation at the himself has the opportunity to many government entities are such as that, a birdie and a pair bet that few of us - if any ourselves, to deprive ourselves
end of the biennial session hide behind the well-scrubbed surviving and thriving with the -- a total of 5 strokes — or, will be around when the second
of the freedom to choose.
without any practical op- countenance of a fresh can- right of succession. While con- possibly, two birdies — a total one is scored on it. ,
Those who oppose the Succestinuity is not the.supreme value of 4 strokes — will take two
portunity
for the Legislature to didate while committing in the
•
. +++
sion Amendment — and I
in
our political system, the peo- points in almost any group's
shadows
every
political
abuse
override
the
executive
appreciation is
veto.
heartfelt
Our
respect their itnotives comple should have the opportunity game. But, even these are few extended to Stuart Poston, adDuring the past 20 years, known to man.
pletely — of
two basic
Therefore, I submit- that for continuity if that is what and far between,especially two ministrator at the Murraythese gubernatorial powers
arguments for t ir opposition.
birdies being scored - by two Calloway County Hospital, for
the argument of they choose.
neither
have
been
drastically
reduced
I shall call them, for brevity's
I close as I began — the issue partners.
•
balance
nor
the
argument
of
and
the
authority
of
thc
seeing to it that the high hedge
sake, the argument of balance
The odds, however, on a total on the hospital's Poplar Street
legislature has been substan- abuse stands up against con- is whether the people can trust
and the argument of abuse.
themselvss. My answer to that of three strokes — a* hole-in-one side near the South 8th Street
tially increased. The Personnel sidered analysis. The President
The argument of balance is
questions'
and a birdie — are • intersectiOn was trimmed back
Act of 1960 granted security of of the United States is the most
based upon an alleged unEdward F. Prichard, Jr.
astronomical!
powerful
office
in
the
world,
tenure
to
state
employees
and
severely.
balance of power between the
Frankfort,Ky.
Incidentally, Ralph's other
a
president
may
succeed
and
prohibited
the
dismissal
or
Until that was done, it was
legislative branch of governhole-in-one was scored on, the- alMeiltimpessible ta see_eastdemotion of employees for
ment and the governor.
1-631tard 7th-?Mem The Mbre4 bound, approaching traffic on
political reasons. The same Act
There may have been a time
club several years ago. "It's Poplar when you tried to cross
forbade the assessment of
when this argument had some
kind of like shooting craps," he it on 8th Street from the south.
classified employees for
merit, but changes in our laws
the opportunity to seek re- laughed. "You've got to make
political contributions, or, in- Dear Editor:
It is a wonder that someone
election, this attitude would be those 7s and lls to win!"
Having served eighteen
deed, for solicitation of such
has not been killed or seriously
totally obliterated.
+++
contributions. Subsequent years in the legislature and
injured at that intersection
I urge you — for the benefit of
And here's another almost before the hedge was trimmed.
presently
seeking
re-election
to
legislation has provided for
good government and the peo- unbelievable golf story for the If that thought crossed my
legislative oversight for per- the State Senate, I can tell you
ple of the Commonwealth to record books, and at the.same mind once, it did a dozen times
sonal service contracts; and without reservation that, in my
VOTE NO on the Succession club.
has required on capital expen- opinion, the seccession amendas I eased my Way across the
Amendment.
By Ken Wolf
The 15th hole at the Murray Intersection while trying to
ditures and building projects to ment would be extremely
Sincerely,
Sometimes laws can
be included in the budget ap- detrimental to Kentucky State
•
or aro
ua
n. ugene
backfire. One medieval town
straightaway, 435-yard. 4-par hedge.
w ir - n
proved by the General GOVerilln
Jefferson County
charter hi—France, issued by
monster on which most of the
AsseErngy. In addition,the Ken- the enormous influence all
have trouble enough like it
the saintly King Louis IX in
members hit their second shot is just being able to see over the
ton mnendment of 1979 has governors exert over the.
1246, specified that adulterers
toward an over-the-hill green steering wheel, much less havgiven additional strength to the General Assembly.
should be fined or driven naked
My
reasoning
is
concise:
they can't see. It's what is ing to contend with blind corlegislature and has
through the streets. When the
known in the game as a "blind ners like that one was. But,
dramatically implmented the First, there presently exists a
Dear Editor:
charter was revised some thirhole,"especially for me.
power of the General Assembly very lopsided imbalance in
thanks to our good friend,
The announcemeni toy Mr.
ty years later, some quick
The other _day, Tim Miller Stuart, moth of that danger
to override the governor's veto. favor of the governor,
be
a
he
will
Bailey
that
thinking clerk had the presence
was playing in a sixserne with
These developments over a regardless of political party. I
eliminated. And,
write-in candidate lor sheriff Joe Itexroat, Buddy Buck- now has been
of mind to add that, while
period of two decades have have served under five goverappreciate.
this
we
now
that
puzzled me. I
adulterers could be still driven
greatly restricted the gover- nors and it has been true with —has
Mr. Bailey' lost the May
naked through the streets,
nor's power to dominate the each and all of them. The
primary to David Balentine
adulteresses had to be clad in
legislature. Those who oppose Legislature, the peoples branch
that the election laws proand
something before being driven
of
government,
is
the
branch
the Succession Amendment are
his name from appearing
hibit
through town.
telling us that the governor can which needs to be strengthenNovember ballot. So,
the
on
This information comes from
dominate the legislature, that ed. Certainly, we should not exthe motive for the
is
what
Margaret Labarge, St. Louis:
he can buy and sell the votes of tend the power and dominance
USPS308-700)
campaign?
write-in
The Most Christian King
legislators with patronage,that of the governor. My number is
Does he think that the people
(Boston; Little Brown,1968).
he can intimidate the members in the telephone book and I am
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
Calloway County will judge aof
of the General Assembly. Such available to my constituents.
R.
Gene McCutcheon
Editor
dowrong
person, accused of a
an argument casts an unwar- TRY-PHONING THE MYERing, "guilty" before they have
ranted shadow over legislative NOR.
The Murray Ledger & Times is publishedevery afternoon
had a chance to present their
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 27,
Secondly, the wrong is in the
integrity. Brave men and
id a trial
charges
except
Sundays,July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
the
of
side
the 300th day of 1981. There are
running
—
it
is
my
opinion
that
can
resist
intimidation,
women
on
people
12
and
Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspariers, Inc: 106 N. 4th, Murjudge
a
before
.
65 days left in the year.
and I do not think our under the succession amend"
of
one
ray,
Ky.
42071'.
the-motive
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.• -is
Or
a
jury.
And in 1 9-7 3, a U.N.
ment,
every
governor
would
legislators are cowards.
42071.
being a "sore loset" and thus
peacekeeping force arrived in
Honorable men and women spend the first term seeking re-SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas Served by carriers,
wanting to create a lot of confuCairo to attempt to set up a
cannot be bought and bribed election. This means trying to
$3.25 per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
lion at the voting machines in
lasting ceasefire between
with favors or patronage, and I please and appease every
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and FarmNovember witb, the write-in
Israeli and Arab forces.
tielieve our legislators are group, lobbyist, organization,
ington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and Puryeor, Tn., $24.50
votes.
•
,
Ten years ago: None.
etc.,
in
touch
governwith
state
honorable men and women.
per year. By mail to other'destinations,$39.50 per year.
Also I wonder if- he would
Five years ago: U.S. Army
Sq much for the argument of ment. This, I think with very
write-in
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press AssociatiOn
this
trying
even
be
investigations found 'South
few
exceptions, means money •
balance, now for the argument
for
the
andSouthesseletespeper
Publishers AnnOttatiOn:
not
ware
it
if
,CerTaign
taxpayenw,,
Korea condoned, if not controllof abuse.
-....41.7Akte Mosey
David
The
Associated
Pressls
against
exclusively entitled to republish
lodged
chargesand
--year
by
Sonth
ed,- collusive bidding
'money
Opponents of the Amendment mo
loca4newatrigiaated by-The Murray Ledger&-Tors-,111- •
.
...,
Balentine.
'
'
'F. Korean Contractors- that cost • tell us that a governor seeking mine.
.
•
. —._ - — ..
Well as all other AP news. I think we shobld let our court
military units about $20
re-eleetion could abuse this , As the system is now 'Arne.
million iyear. '
*system handle this matter and.
powers. Of course, all power _Lured, the Chief Executive.at
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
get back to trusting and supOne year ago: In a prison in
can be abused and governors — least has the option of being a
753-1916
B
ciass
usinff
ess
ied
0
4
f
f
..
dvertising
ice
,
we
that
People
the
Irish
Porting
Ireland,
seven
Northern
statesman — doing tholie things.
like legislators, like judges
753-1916
voted for in May,
nationalist guerrillas launched._.„ and like all other powerful peo- if he is so inclined — which he
,
(
Advertising
Retail
Display)
753-1919
Balentine
Billy
l•
a hunger strike, trying to
pie — are capable of commit- feels is best for the CornCirculation
.753-1916
- Former Chairman of
pressure Britain into concesting-abuses. The question is monwealth without fear of
Spor&Dept
News
and
753-1918
Safety
the Public
sions. amounting to political
whether the incumbent gover- recrimination at the polls.
KY
Murray.
Committee,
prisoner qtatus.
nor is either abler or more Placed in the position of hang . _
In golf, one of the friendly
? I, competitive games they
play is partners — generally
two — against the other
twosomes with two possible
points to be won on each hole.
One point is for the lowest individual score posted, and one
for the total score of. the two.
partners. That is, if their two
scores total less than the total "
posted by their opponents.
. They tall this playing "low
and total,-" "toyv and gross"-
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Halloween Decorations
Made By Senior Citizen's
By Bonnie Young
Halloween, the night
of witches and ghosts
will be upon us soon
and many folks might
be wondering how to
decorate their homes.
Senior citizens at
Murray-Calloway
County Ellis Center
began last week by
participating in an
arts and crafts morning at the center.
Murray State
recreation students
Johnny Cole, Tim

Centrol C tr • 753 3314

Highbaugh, Joetta
Harlow and Bonnie
Young gave them a
demonstration about
the fine art of making
witches on Oct,.8.
The session involved
the ladies transforming empty milk jugs
blown eggs, construction paper and some
glue into some very
scarey and unique witches. The task involved cutting the center
out of the jugs, cutting
hair, and caps out of
the construction paper
and making hats and
faces to glue onto the
eggs. The eggs were
then perched on top of
the jugs for the finished product..
These simple
decorations can be us-

ed for center pieces
filled with candy or
they can be taken to
the door for all the
ghosts and other
frighteningthings that
come out on Oct.31.
All the ladies enjoyed the activity and
the only complaint was
the fact it gets a little
messy at times, but
that was part of the
fun. So if you haven't
gotten in the bewitching spirit grab some
old milk jugs, some
scissors, construction
paper and glue and in
less than an hour you
will be ready to go.
With only minor
alterations the jugs
can be made into other
figures to fit other
holidays.

• ,
Hospitat neport,

L20,9:15

2

10-23-81
Newborn Admission
Henson, Baby Boy
(Alice), Rt. 4 Benton.
Dismissals
Myron Vanleer, 8153
Woods Hall MSU Murray, Clarissa L. Todd,
Rt. 2 Box 214A Murray, Anna Mae Miller,
207 Woodlawn, Murray, Robert M. Lowe,
307 N. 8th St., Murray,
Marvin Barrow, Rt. 2,
Dover,Tenn.,
-Michael L. Shorb
Jr., Rt. 5 Paris, Tenn.,
Amanda N. Walker,
Rt. 3 Box 318, Murray,
Joy L. Maddox, Rt. 3
Box 357, Paris, Tenn.,
Marie M. Coleman,608
Central, Mayfield, Ben
Helen Burkeen, Rt. 3
Box 11, Cadiz, Joe F.

7-20,,9.90

Ma BROOKS'. .
HiSTORY OF
THE WORLD
PART I

Kupchella
Is Speaker

53 3314

Mow 56 Ildswerd

-Us Woos Case Of
The Cows Corps*"(I)
phis "'ferny 11•1•1(I)
SS.O0 A Calmed nowt

Conger, Rt.6 Box 25B,
Paris,Tenn.
Vera Esther Cohoon,
309 S. 15th St., Murray,
Edward A. Hamlet,
Rt. 5 Box 266, Benton,
Arlene G. Evans, Rt. 4
Box 287, Paris, Tenn.,
Lawtence E. Boyd,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Martha
Marie Marvin, Rt. 6
Box 317, Murray.
Anna G. Wilcox, 1405
Cardinal, Murray,
Henry Clint Lawson,
Box 73, New Concord,
Herbert W. Farris,
1311 Olive, Murray,,
Oren L. Sutherland,
Rt. 2 Box 82,
Buchanan,Term., Bobby Joe Carson, Rt. 5
Box 512, Murray, Mattie Ellen Parker, 202
South 9th St., Murray.

"Nuclear Energy:
Can Mankind Afford
It?" will be the topic
presented by Dr.

ipkM7- .1Critglrigtitatiszdn
We are pleased to announce that Nelda Smith,
bride-elect of Glen Brewer
has selected her pottery
and crystal tRyn our complete bridal registry.

The Showcase
253-4611 121 ev-Ppen

Charles Kupchella at
the Wednesday luncheon of the United
Campus Ministry. Dr.
Kupchella is chairman
of the -Biology Department at Murray State
University.
UCM luncheons are
each Wednesday from
12:30 until 1:20 p.m. in
the Ohio Room of the
University Center,
room 304. Coffee is furnished by the ministry,
and food may be purchased in the tea room
or cafeteria and taken
to the Ohio Room, on
the third level, for the
luncheon program.
The luncheons are
for students, faculty,
and interested persons
frog)the community.

Dew()
By Abigail Van Buren

Incest Illness Is
Too Lightly Treated
DEAR ABBY: Please give more publicity to a problem
that has been "in the closet" much too long. It concerns
incest and child molestation: •
When this catastrophic crime hit my family of highly
respectable, educated people, I handled it all wrong. In our
case, it was a grandfather. Half the family was outraged.
The other half thought the first half was overreacting, or
possibly that we were mistaken about the intentions of a
loving old grandfather.
Out of family loyalty, we did not prosecute. We were
wrong. Consequently, nothing has been done to get the
offender the help he needs.
Abby, this crime must be stopped. I am certain there is
much more of it going on than most people realize. The child
must be the first concern. Then treatment(forced,if need be)
for the sick offender. Please let your readers know that
ignoring child molestation hurts everyone.
WITHHOLD. MY NAME AND CITY
DEAR WITHHOLD: Child molestation and particularly incest already have one foot out of the closet.
There is an organization that has proven to be very
helpful.
"Parents United and Daughters and Sons United"
chapters have sprung up in many parts of the country. This self-help group is affiliated with a professional treatment program and works closely with
the courts. While protection of the child is always
given top priority, support is provided for families
who want to work out their problems and stay
together, and even for those who don't!
Information is available free by writing to: Parents
United, P.O. Box 952,San Jose, Calif.95108. Because
this is a non-profit organization, please.enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope fora reply.

Tuesday,Oct.27
.Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Woodmen of
the World, will meet at
7 p.m. at the home of
Sara Alexander with
Gayle Smith as
cohostess.
Open meeting of
Calloway Humane
Society Board of,
Directors will be at 7
p.m. in meeting room,
CaLloway Public
Library. Visitors are
welcome.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at the west
end, Livestock and Exposition Center.
Eva Wall Mission
Group of Memorial
Baptist Church will
meet with Modelle
Miller at 2 p.m.
Churchwide skating
party for Memorial
Baptist Church will be
from 6 to 8 p.m.
Adult Education
Class will meet from 6
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
Recital by James
McKeever, pianist,
will be at8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.

Homecoming
October 31

and work in the stockroom of my
DEAR ABBY: I'm
father's sportswear store. A man about my father's age(60),
who happens to be a good friend of my hither, works with
me. This "friend" steals merchandise all the time. I'm the
only one who knows it because there are just the two.of us
back there. He makes no effort to hide his stealing from me
— he just takes whatever he wants as though it belonged to
him!
Should I tell my father, or should I say something to this
man?
DEAR "C": First, tell the "friend" that you've
noticed him helping himself to your father's merchandise,and ask if he has some kind of arrangement
with your father that permits him to take what he
wants without cost.
Then check it out with your father.
* ••

DEAR ABBY:Tears of anger burned my eyes when I read
the letter from "Smothered in Maine," who claimed her
mother-in-law was doing too much for Karla, her 2-year-old
granddaughter.("She hal bought her way into our lives,"
she said, "and I am sick of it.")
She ridiculed "Gamma's" offer to baby-sit every weekend
and resented all the lavish gifts she showered on Karla.
This is to my Gamma:
Thank you for your generous gifts that often allowed my
parents the extra money to add to my education fund.
Thank you for providing time for my mother and dad to be
alone together.
Thank you for letting me bake cookies in your magic
kitchen and never mentioning the mess.
Thank you for the nights spent in your big bed, and for
not being crass when I threw up on your comforter.
For my"first roller skates, for telling me when Grandpa
went to Heaven, for holding my hand at the dentist, for
helping me look for Snuffy for three days when he was lost,
and for all the wonderful years and endless hugs,thank you,
Grammie. Dear heart, wherever you kre, I love you.
BONNIE
*•*

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90260.

Community Events
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-1087 or 753-6917.
Murray Lions Club
will, not meet tonight
due to the annual radio
auction over WNBS.
Fourth annual
Jaycee Haunted
Forest and Karnival
will be from 7 to 10
p.m. at MurrayCalloway Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
Wednesday,Oct.'28
Returning Students
United will meet at
7:45 a.m. in Room 101
Ordway Hall, Murray
State University. For
information call 7626851.
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will include bridge at
9:30 a.m. with Euldene
Robinson as hostess,
and a luncheon at 12
noon with Terri Burke
as chairman.
Second night of Murray Lions Club auction
will be on radio station
WNBS.
Overeaters Anonymous will meet
at 12:30 p.m. in the
classroom at MurrayCal4oway County
Hospital.

Second night of
fourth annual Jaycee
Haunted Forrest and
Karnival will befrom 7
to 10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway Jaycee
Fairgrounds.

Thursday,Oct.29
Rangers and
Rangerettes with invited guests will be
from 6 to 7:30 pm. at
the Woodmen of the
World Hall.

Hazel and Douglas
Senior Citizens
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
with lunch at Hazel at
11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Special Halloween
Show, produced jointly
by Land Between the
Lakes and Murray's
Playhouse in the Park
will be at 6 p.m. and 8
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitors Center,LBL.

Make Taay Count,
a support group to help
the patient and his or
her famity cope with
life-threatening illnesses, will be from
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Wednesday,Oct.28
Film, "No Longer
Alone," will be shown
at 6:30 p.m. at First
Baptist Church There
will be no admission
charge.
"Brain-storming
session" for persons
interested in developing more effective
ways to assist needy
families in Calloway
County will be at 8:30
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church.

Halloween Party for
preschool through
fourth grade will be
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at

Murray Country Club
with Molly Booth, Barbara Malinauskas,and
Vicky Miller in charge
of arrangements.
Mothers Day Out.
will be at 9 a.m. at
First Paptist Church.
Bazaar Workshop
will be at 7 p.m. in
fellowship hall of First
Christian Church.
Senior Citizens
Centers will be open as
follows: Hazel and
Douglas from 10
a.m.to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Xi Alpha Delta Has
Meeting At Center
The Xi Alpha Delta
chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi had its regular
meeting Oct. 15 at
Ellis Comunity Center.
President Barbara
Chilcutt presided. A
drawing of Secret
Sisters for the coming
year wasconducted.
Laura Rollins and
Debbie Villaflor were
in charge of the program and presented
Sally Crass, home
economics teacher
from Murray High

TICKETS

HOMECOMING SALE
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

School, who gave a
talk about "Consumer
Rip-Off."
Refreshments in the
Halloween motif were
served by the
hostesses, Rollins and
Villaflor, to the following members:
Joyce Thomas,
Jackie Gresham, Dot
Ford, Rowena Emerson, Lois Ruiz, Debbie
Lyons, Brenda Estes,
Peggy Shoemaker,
Joyce Niumally, Mary
Graves, Sue Smith,
Barbara Chilcutt, Donna Maynard, Krista
Crass, Ila Brown, Ljnda_ Walker,--DebbieMiller, Vickie Holton,
Debbie Pardue, Martha Ryan, Wanda
Miles, Barbara
Williams, Linda
Darnell, and Mary
Ann Barrow.

Programs
Presented

.Children's
Fashions

Storewide
Look Your BestInTabutiiitis

Fall Fashions -o
From

Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat. 9.9 Fri.

THE

CHESTNUT

Chokiren s FashotwIs

Poplar Spring Baptist Church Gospel
singers presented
special music for patients at Westview
Nursing home and the
Long Term Care Unit
of Murray Calloway
County Hospital and
residents at Fern Terrace Lodge for the October meeting.
Louise Short played
the piano for the
singers who were Bobbie Cook, Sally Van
Natter, Earl Van Natter, Ruby Fannin,
Mildred Riordan, Lois
Smith, Cla}iborn Mc:
Cuiston, Lurene Mc
Cuiston, Carol Kelly,
Maim" 1 9rright, Robbie
Paschall, Paul Dailey
add Shirley Weds.
Earl Van Natter
gave devotions at
Westview and led the
closing prayer.
Paul Dailey gave
aevotions at hospital
and Fern Terrace
Lodge and closed in
prayer.
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Andrus-Wray Vows Said
Stace, Korea An- the groom, Louunrille. groom,entertained tha
drus and Pat Laird She wore a dress iden- wedding party and
Wray were married in tical to the attendants their guests with a
and carried a white rehearsal dinner at the
• IMMO' ceremony
wicker basket 'filled Colonial House
-Hardin
at Dexter
Smorgasbord. The
United Methodist with rose petals.
bridal couple
The
Grimm
Church, Hardin. The
by Rainey Apperson
presented
gifts to their
The
groom
chose
his
ceremony was PerWray,
to
attendents.
fathr,
Ken
formed by the Rev.
BridalEvents
When fall comes,the weather
Ill light and lemon colored.
Steve Shepard, serve as best man.
Bridal events given
Ushers and
Gradually beat in sugar.
is cool,and all of.the leaves are
Paducah.
turning brown and gold, my
Reduce speed to low, add flour
The bride's parents groomsmen were in honor of the couple
thoughts turn to cooking
and butter and mix until
are Mrs. Earl Barnett Dwayne ,Henderson, included the following:
A Bridal Tea was
thoroughly combined. Stir in
"something good."
of Hardin and Joe Edd 'Hardin, and Kirk
chips, nuts and flavorings.
Two new recipes have come
Andrus of Cadiz. The Milner, Bardwell. given at the Sedalia
into my hands and I thought
Turn mixture into unbaked pie
bridegroom is the son They wore black tux- Baptist Church.
shell. Bake until golden brown,
you all might enjoy trying
of Mr. and Mrs.Ken edoes and bouton- Hostesses were Marnieres of roses and tha Boyd and Marilyn
them.
about 40 minutes. Serve warm.
Wray of Sedalia.
Kinsey.
This first recipe comes from
Top with whipped cream.
Grandparents of the baby's breath.
Mrs. Rex Smith,
The mother of the
Rose Cornell, who is a fantastic
For ame reason my sweet
bride are Mr.and Mrs.
Mrs.
Jerry Falwell,
bride
was
attired
in
a
cook. Walt and I had dinner the
tooth is working overtime.
Ira Smith of FarmUr. iind 1Irx. Isi Imiril IS t-(t‘
.
other night with the Cornelis
Here is another good coconut
ington, Lucille Andrus teal blue formal gown Mrs. Charles Hale,
Mrs.
Jack
Benton,
of
qiana.
The
groom's
and
his
sister,
along with Dr. Bill Reed
cake recipe from my
of Mayfield and Ardell
wife Masa. Rose served us Dernut'll like It.
Rosie. Tri&iwt,eyou
Andrus of Clinton. Her mother chose a formal Mrs. Dwain Redden,
by Pie. Yummy-yummy.
Cake
step-grandparents are gown of seafoam green Mrs. Bill Butler, and
1 Duncan Hines yellow butter
Derby Pie
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. made of pleated Mrs. Bobby Barnett
cakeinix •
Makes 19-inch pie
Barnett of Hardin. The georgette. Both "honored the couple
1 can Eagle Brand milk
2 eggs,room temperature
bridegroom's grand- mothers wort cor- with a bridal tea at the
1 small can cream of coconut
1 cup sugar
parents are Mr. and sages of white University Branch 4_
1 large carton cool whip
/
1
2cup all purpose flour
Mrs. Norman.Wray of gardenias and the Bank of Murray:
A personal shower
1 can coconut
/
1
2cup (1 stick) unsalted butter,
Wingo and Maybelle anemone.
Penny Wray, sister was given by Lyn
melted and cooled
Make cake according to
Laird and the late
1 clip chotolate chips
directions on box and bake in a
Randal Laird of Water of the groom, kept•the Haley and MIS. Stefan
Hutchens.
guest register.
1 cup chopped pecans, lightly
9113 pan. While still hot make
Valley.
A dirty dish party
pick.
Reception
an
Ice
toasted
with
cake
boles in
The vows were exonh,
Following the hosted by Celia Taylor
1 tablespoon bourbon
Mix milk and cream of coconut
changed before a 15
1 teaspoon vanilla
together and stir well, then
branch candelabrum ceremony a reception was in the home of
%•oth Garin- Stead
19-inch unbaked pie shell
pour over hot cake with a big
flanked on both sides was in the fellowship Mrs. Jerry Falwell.
Sated 40' I Ora
Places were set for 22
Whipped cream (garnish)
spoon. Put cake in ice box and
with potted floor hall of the church.
Special For Kids I
Fit9(
The bride's table, guests with each brPreheat oven to 350 degrees.
let get completely cold. Then
plants and cherubs
inging
a
favorite
dish.
Inside Dining 001%
/tee Milk(1n Drinks
Beat eggs on high speed in
tap with cool whip and coconut.
holding arrangements overlaid with a white
411vmall bowl of electric mixer unKeep refrigerated.
of roses. The cloth, was centered The prospective bride
candlelight at- with an arrangement was presented the
mosphere was enhanc- of summer flowers in recipes and dirty
CsIn'Eat P s Gcoa
ior Th.% Prig,
.
ed by wood and brass yellow and white. dishes at the end of the
sconces hanging from Silver candelabra with Party.
e ach butress white tapers were on
throughout the church. either side of the
The family pews were centerpiece. The
marked with white three-tiered cake was •
decorated with white
satin pompom bows.
and
yellow flowers and
Miller
of
Almo,
Sue
organist and vocalist, topped with a cluster
presented a program of wedding bells. Fruit
punch was served
of nuptial music.
from a silver punch
The Bride
The bride, escorted bowl. Other appointand given in marriage ments- were of crystal
by her father and step- and silver.
Serving at the recepfather, wore a formal
gown of white sheer tion were Tonia
0 organza over bridal Barnett, Hardin,
peau-de-soie and re- Marinel Atnip, Benton,
embroidered Chantilly Shari Septr,
lace, accented at the Southgate, Mich., and
neckline and front of Mrs. Glen Mathis,
CALLOWAY HIGH FHA members played games at a recent the bodice with Venice Murray.
membership picnic. From left, Vonda Murdock, Jill Riley, Regina lace, featuring a fitted
Mrs. Randy Smith
Walker, Lisa Phillips, Karen Carraway, Debbie Ramsey,Melissa Man- bodice with a Queen provided musical
ning,and Lori Morgan.
Ann neckline and selections at the piano.
sheer bishop sleeves Mrs. Rex Smith and
with deep cuffs of mat- Mrs. Jerry Falwell
directed the wedding
ching lace.
The bouffant skirt and reception.
The couple left for a
was adorned with reembroidered Chantilly wedding trip to
The Calloway Dr. Alice Koenecke, You." The Lowes lace on each of the Nashville. They are
Future Homemakers head of the home
County ChaPter Pr°- three tiers and from now residing at Wingo.
vided the entertain- the natural waistline
of America have been economics department
Rehearsal Dinner
very busy in at Murray State, ment.
Mr.
and Mrs. Ken
fell gracefully to a
Calloway is cathedral train. She Wray, parents of the
September. The Lynne Loberger, state
chapter attended the historian from Murray
represented this year wore a two tiered
fall regional meeting High and Lisa Hunter, with two regional of- waist length veil of imat Murray State second vice president ficers. Regina Walker, ported silk illusion and
daughter of Mr. and Venice lace attached
University, Sept. 15; a from Farmington who
Mrs. Joe Walker, first
membership picnic, gave the greetings
to an open Juliet headSept. 24; and the from the state and na- viee president, and piece of Venice lace
Trisha Clark,
chapter's first mon- tional meetings.
and seed pearls.
An officer training daughter of Mr. and
thly meeting of the
She carried a
Mrs. Roy Clark,
1981-82 school year.. session was conducted
cascade bouquet of
by the regional of- treasurer.
Sept.9.
sweetheart roses,
On Sept. 24, the
Twenty chapters ficers. Luncheon was
lilies. delpheniums
from Region I attend- served in the new Stu- chapter had a and baby's breath.
Union
Building.
membership
picnic.
dent
ed the meeting. ApCathey Butler,
Dr. Lanette Thur- The members played Paducah, served
proximately 300
as
members were in at- man, from the Center games, which con- maid of honor. The
for Leadership Studies sisted of get ac- bridesmaids were Lyn
tendance.
The program includ- at Murray State,spoke quainted_activitiesand Haley, Hardin, and
ed: a welcome from about "A Successful recreational games.
Mrs. Stefan Hutchens,
Also the chapter had Murray.
their first.
-The attendants %Tore-meeting
Q of,
,'Year
c,,; floor length gowns of
PdtTY'n°w of'
'
n41
maize organza with a
Magazine and Music bustled back caught
The Witches and the Gobins are brewing up a week-long Halloween Party for you at Our
713 Sycamore, Mur- Plan presented a pro- with a matching cab10-22-81
gallery from Monday, October 26th through Saturday, October 31, 1981. We will be open
ray, L. W. Burton, Rt. gram on magazines bage rose at the waist.
Adults 125
9:00 a.m. unti! 5:30 p.m. Monday and Tuesday,from 9:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m. Wednesfrom
1, Water Valley, and music sales.
A short doublesapelet
Nursery 6
day, Thursday, and Friday, and we will close on Saturday at 100 p.m. for Murree State's
The activities for the enhanced the bodice of
George 0. Gunter, Rt.
Newborn Admissions
Homacoming game. GO RACERS BEAT EASTERN!
chapter in October the gowns.
They carO'Rourke,Baby Girl 1 Bx. 27, Fulton,
are: Stanley and ried
All during the week you are invited to visit our soda fountain, eat o pumpkin
cascade bouquets
(Marion), 2200 Myrtelle H. Futrell,
Bright
of
America
605 Meadow Lane,
or blueberry muffin, and find your Halloween treat inside the muffin.
of delphinium,
Gatesboro, Murray.
Murray, Dixie sales
' Skating Part); anemone and baby's
Carlisle, Baby Boy
1. Buy one print, get one free
15. A McGow Poster
Workman, 1508 with FFA, Collection hreath.
(Sharry), Almo.
1
2 the regular price.
2. Buy a print for /
Notor-ords
Fund,
In"
for
Arthritis
The
16Parklane, Murray,
flower girl was
Dismissals
3. Ray Harms "Coopers Hawk"
17. Jock Daniels Poster
Party,
and
itiation
4. Saito "Fern"
Ashley Gray,cousin of
18. Remington Poster
Elmer C. Colson, Rt. Lola L. Hurt, Rt. 3 Bx. Degree Party.
S. ZUMOOrT011.1"ROCCOOn Sketch"
19. Jock Disniel Decanter
,,l, Dexter, Phyllis Jean 274, Murray.
6. Froce's "Bengal Tiger"
20. Canvas Win* Rock .
Freeze, 413 N. Cherry,
7. Buy Ken Hollond's "Cattle on a Thousand Hills"
21.5..of Jock Daniels or Remington Cares
Murray, Teresa E.
1
2 price.
and get "The Fruit We Beer" at /
22. A set of 4 French Jelly /or Glosses
Armstrong and Baby
Wheel"
and
Spinning
8. Bay Neal Holland's 'The
23. Memo Board
Girl, Rt. 7,Murray,
got"He Loves Me" at/
1
2 Price.
24. Blue Mountain,Art Scroll
9. Get a 16x20 home free
Margie Ann Vance and
25. 1/7 Doren Foray Candles
Sit
beak
end
your
enley
the
framing
fd
on
weedier.
Let
T&
regular
price
0
$25.00
off
Get
10.
Baby Girl, 218 N. 13th,
26.5.. of party napkins & glasses
next print.
leadscaping S lawn fileintenance
27. Package of designer invitations
Murray.
at
woN
print
on
the
11. Year choice of any framed
remove yeer hives'middy sad efficiently.
28 %Arrives Bock Pock
Rodney A. BohanY2 once.
29. A Muffin Free Koch Day For Six Days
non, 88 Shady Oaks,
12. Re-, Mann's "Saw-Whet Owl"
F1E1 ESTWATES
30, Free Mill Shake for five days
Leopard
"African
Froce's
PRIZE
Murray, Rhonda
GRAND
13.
ON TNI SAM
31 Free coke, sprite, or coffee for six days
Heed"framed.
McLemore, Bx. 7598
•
DAT YOU ULL
14. A New Yogi Graphic
White Hail, Murray,
Wanda S. Kimbro, Rt.
treats must be honored in one week and no "tricks" required. If you do not wish to keep
All
We Also Have Trained Personnel
4, Murray, Bridgette
your treat then turn it in so someone else con win.
To Prune Trees and Shrubbery
F. Maness, Rt. 1, MurAt nits party everyone wins, everyone will have fun, so plan now to meet your friends for
ray, Hazel J. Fulton,
breakfast, lunch, or trio at the
Rt. 7, Murray.
Julie G. Landolt,Bx.
1055, Murrpu Julia
Ann 'Noffsinger, 308
Bonham Ave., G
CaleY- triinge?,
205 Wilson, Pafis,
Tenn., Larena M.
Bryant, Rt. 4, Benton,
Oflerlas CeesseddS tsvidsasitlandscaping
418 Main Street
- William B. Milste,ad,
1907 Coldwater Rd. 759-1913
Bx. 132, Hazel.
Murray, Ky.
Ruby E. Rudolph,

Railuty'6

ArGLIMIS
Italian Spaghetti
Special

$1"

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Special Activities Featured
By Calloway High School FHA

Hospital- Report

They're Falling Again!

TO Landscaping
and Lawn Maintenance

BLACKFORD H
GALLERY

••••
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First, Get the Paper on Neatly
used in. place of the folded pa. be fashioned into a home-made ticularly on a gift destined for
By BARBARA MAYER
per, if you have them. But for stenciling kit to decorate brown the homemaker.
AP Newsfeatares
At least since a soeiolagist originality. try bume-madekpiop- paper grocery bags or in. Even- the all-ihtunbs- individdeclared that the medium is corn — hold the butter and salt expensive white shelf paper. A ual can produce an attractive
the message, ordinary folks — as insulation for something simple pattern is cut into the package,she said. Bags are the
have realized that presentation fragile. Remember to wrap vegetable, which is then dipped greatest invention for clumsy
— the pay something is con- Your present in colored paper if into ink or paint and applied to types. You can make your own
veyed — plays an important it is tiny so it does not get lost the paper.
with paste and scissors. Then
in all the packaging.
role in meaning.
Other materials for hand-dec- just gather the bag at the top
This concept explains the no- Something large can be orated paper include small and tie it with a ribbon or fold
lion that a beautiful wrap is as wrapped easily if a paper Party sponges and sheets of acetate it down neatly. Pieces of leftmuch a part of the gift as the tablecloth is purchased, said available in office supply over fabric, or a dish towel are
object given. It may still be the Ms. Cornell. The tablecloth pro- stores). The home craftsman easy to use. Just tie them
thought that counts, but Jane vides plenty of seamless coy- cuts a pattern in the acetate around the gift, hobo-fashion.
Cornell, co-author of a book on ering and can usually be sheet with a craft knife, lays it -If you can't tie a good bow,
gift wrapping, says that your coordinated to the theme of the over the paper and swabs the u.se a greeting card without the
friends- and family will judge a Oft
paint on.)
envelopes as the decoration, or
Lack of purchased trimmings Jane Cornell also applies na- tape a candy bar or a bookgift by its package.
It's easy,inexpensive and fun and paper need deter no one ture's freebies tOPackages. She mark to the top of the packto wrap presents imaginatively, from creating a beautiful pack- has used leaves pressed and age,'' she suggested.
she said in a recent interview, age. Among available and dried between sheets of a book, • If you're stuck for a durable
backing up her statement with sometimes free "gift paper" dried weeds, roots and flowers covering for a package that
some elementary and advanced are newspaper sections (the to embellish packages.
must be mailed, bring home a
tips on wrapping and embellish- sports or business section for -Giving them a spritz of hair carton in good condition from
some recipients, the comics for spray keeps them looking shiny the supermarket. Unfold it and
trig Packages.
In gift wrapping, the first a child), old road maps, dis- and in good condition,' she cut, if necessary, so The carton
step is to get the paper on neat- carded sheet music, extra shelf said.
lies flat. Then reassemble it inly. From this procedure, all the paper, wallpaper remnants, Her kitchen cabinets have side out, taping the box closed,
and foreign language news- also yielded materials to deco- for a free, sturdy box without
rest follows.
•
Since virtually all objects papers (Chinese papers are rate packages. Macaroni, cin- advertising in which to wrap
n.a:non sticks, pot ..scrubbers sour gift, concluded the author.
you'll be wrapping are cubes, particularly effective).
A potato, onion or apple and and disposable wipes are "The Art of gift Wrapping"
cylinders or spheres, it's a
question of simply measuring some ink or acrylic paints can charming flourishes, par- is published by Warner Books.
the package (a piece of strini
around the circumference is the
easiest way to accomplish this
with bulky packages) and cutting the paper correctly.
Neatness is achieved by having the right amount of paper,
6••••••••••
pressing seams flat and using
By ANDY LANG
because enusL,s have, There are many steps we can
davs
double-faced tape to adhere the
AP Newsfeatures
fluL.•!', inselation to them. take to keep a house airtight
paper to itself.
Q. — We have an old dining- H-- .-ays there was never any (reasonably airtight, that is)
The elementary concepts room chair that i wouli( like to sac.% problem years ago when and yet provide enough ventilahave been mastered by most refinish. Is it better to put no a houses had little or no in- tion to enable moisture to esadults, acknowledged the au- clear finish or paint?
cape. One of these is a sufsulation in them. Is he right?
thor, but many people do not
A. -- No way to answer that A. — Yes. The installation of ficient amount of sizable vents
know how to tackle fragile, unless some questions are an- insulation, weatherstripping in the attic.
odd-sized and extra-large pack- swered. What kind of chair is and other devices to keep heat
ages. A good method for it? What kind of finish does it in and cold out has resulted in Q. — I live in an apartment
wrapping fragile items is to have? Is the wood of good qual- so-called "tight" houses. When where I can hear almost every
surround the present with air ity and appearance? What moisture has no.place to go, it noise in the apartment next
trapped between loose pleats of about the other chairs in Lhe condenses on cold surface. door. If I attach panels of an
tissue paper or newspaper. room? What is the general de- Sure, this means problems, but absorbent material to the wall,
These pleated rolls should be cor?
with the, price of heating fuels will that help to keep out the
placed all around the item in a
and air conditioning being what noise?
box so-that it is cushioned on Q. — My husband's father they are, most of us could not A. — Not very much, You
all four sides.
says that the reason we and afford to -heat or cool our would have to build a separate
Excelsior corrugated paper other people have so much houses if they were riot well in- wall away from the present one
or polyurethane beads can be trouble with humidity these sulated and weatherprocfed. in order; to provide a space for
•
the .noise to dissipate, an impractical idea for an apartment. Such a wall on the other
side would do more good. So
vvotild some draperies or other
absorbent material placed on
the neighbor's wall. It's a lot
easier to keep noise within an
area than it is to keep it out.

Here's the Answer

FIRST FLOOR

(..
A CATHEDRAL CEILINGED living room is featured in
this three-bedroom contemporary house, which has two
fireplaces. The first floor has, 1,155 square feet and the
second has 880. For more information on Plan HA1125C,
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — toThomas M. Cohen,48 West 48th St. New York N.Y. 10036.

E

Buy
Now!

Offer Ends
November 28,1981

Buy
Now!

Whirlp291"
Quality Our way of life

FALL LEAVES ARE NO CHALLENGE
FOR SNAPPER MOWERS.
THEYCAN VACUUM, SHRED AND
BAG IN ONE EASY TRIR
With an optional Snapperizer attached to your
"high vacuum" power SNAPPER, you can shred
leaves so fine you can go over four times as far
without emptying the bag. The shredded leaves
can be used for mulch or compost. The finely
shredded material can also be spread over your
lawn. You'll hardly see it. Built-in quality features
on every SNAPPER mower includes full-length
solid steel axles, large rear wheels and easy
cutting height adjustment.
SNAPPER mowers are worth more because they do more and their price is
competitive with other quality
mowers.
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cessed beneath countertops' to
storage space beneath.
By ANDY LANG
Today's emphasis on more ef- operate the - mbst-nsed- --kteenenAP Newsfeatures
use of space has devel- appliances, which are stored
ficient
We'd all like to have as many
out of the way until needed inluxurious features in our new oped some twists that combine stead of cluttering the work
the
with
luxury
desired
the
houses as possible, but these
areas.
days it's difficult enougli trying practical convenience of space- A built-in luxury appliance
James
techniques.
saving
to get enough money for down
that has been around,a while
payments. High land, construc- Rankin, who heads the Housing but is becoming more popular
attention
Scovill,
calls
Group
of
tion and interest costs being
these day: is the central clean'what they are, more and more to bathrooms in this regard.
system where the power
ing
people are being priced out of "Bathrooms" says Rankin, unit is installed in the utility
smallest
"are traditionally the
the housing market.
basement. In
rooms in the house, yet built- area, garage or
Curiously, one of the solutions ins now can save even more the average-sized house, only
may be more amenities, not space by using hidden-in-the- two or three automatic intets,
fewer. AS prices rise, interior wall bath scales and _recessed installed in walls or through the
spaces necessarily get smaller. receptacles. Another comfort floor, are. utilized. Removing
Where spaces are limited, ar- and convenience unit, con- the soil collection bag from the
chitects must use open room trolled by a-- three-way wail power unit only two or three
designs. And that calls for switch, is a fixture recessed in times a year is a white-glove
making the best possible use of the ceiling to provide ovcrall operation.
the available space by the em- light, heat and ventilation. The While the houses of the '80s
ployment of equipment that three functions can be used to- !nay provide less overall floor
buyers of he future
saves such space.
gether. or in any combination, space. the
to -demand -that
expected
areAt the turn of the century, depending on the season."
to 1-.,t2 lareer
appear
spaces
the
when many architects thought Other space savers are help- through - architectural
better,
the
probage-old
ing to solve the
that the bigger
ingenuity.
what set their houses apart lem of storage and work space
desysexterior
handy
were revolutionary
in the kitchen. Such
Home handymen wilt find
signs, soon followed by in- tems for instance, as cabinet
valuable information
much
Lloyd
revolving
Frank
interiors.
organizers
—
storage
novative
techniques in
repair
about
Wright concentrated on built- shelves that allow the house-Andy Lang's handbook, "Pracat
his
items
to
the
luxury
all
have
convey
holder
to
ins to
tical - Home Repairs," which
clientele through such features -his or her fingertrips, and door
can be obtained by . sending
otherwise
built-in
utilize
lighting,
to
bins
recessed
storage
as
-to—thi.s. paper at Box • F
$1,50
catitnets waged- space.-Some fend- cenchiffOniers, recessed Teaneck. N. J. 07666.)
and built-in window seats with ters now have power -units re-

1

Q. — I have to put some
fence posts into the ground. I
intend to Set them into concrete. How can I keep the posts
from rotting over a period of
time?
A. — You can buy what is
called pressure-treated wood or
a wood that has been treated
with a wood preservative in
some other way. Or you can
simply buy a wood preservative
and apply it to the posts by
soaking them in the liquid for a
day or two. By the way, when
you place the concrete mixture
in the soil, slope it so that rain
drains away from the post rather then 'settling alongside it.
Q. — I expect to apply latex
paint to my shingled house
after taking off all the old oil
paint, which is in pretty bad
condition. I have been told that
an oil-based primer should be
applied to the bare wood before
putting on the latex. What is
the reason for this?
A. — No good one. You are
better off to apply a coat of latex primer before putting on
the latex paint. Whatever you
do, be certain all the old paint
has been removed, since any
later pee1i4_ will_also take_ off
the new paint.

**************x**************
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With a Kero-Surf" Portable Heater, you can
•
turn down your thermostat and
still stay warm.
A Kero-Sun Portable Heater will
keep you warm for pennies an
hour. Hundreds of uses because
they're all portable. 99.9% fuel
efficiency means odorless,
smokeless operation. And they
need no chimney. Batterypowered ignition system and.
automatic shut-off device4er-extra safety. Kero-Sun offers
portable kerosene heaters in
9 differentrt2dels to fit your particular needs. See a
delnonstrationtocia

Reservations Call

NOTICE
-A York Rite Festival is being

KEROSUN
The good news in home heating.

Now Available

Holland Drugs
P.0.Box 869,109 S. 4th St.
Murray, Kentucky
42071

held

on

Saturday, Oct. 31 at the

Murray Masonic Lodge located on
Hwy. 121 N. and Johnny Rbbert-

son Rd. All York Rite Masons are
urged to attend. All the degrees of the York Rite
will be conferred. Work will begin
0%8:00 a.m. coffee and donuts til
8:30, lunch at 12:00 noon.
•- —
Arty Mastd*r "Masan dietirittg '
receive the degrees may pick up -a
petition .at the door by-i.aiiing
the Scretary at 753-9790
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-Vicious Ants Cause Problems For Texans
DALLAs (A?) —1 their tiny stingers.
Like some Biblical
'There is a potent
plague of centuries alkaloid compound in
past, vicious fire ants their venom which
are building their foot- causes pustules," Vinhigh nests above son said. "But they
ground, trying to also have a protein
escape soil made sod- that can cause shock in
den by Texas' recent some people who are
extremely sensitive to
torrential rains.
That, officials say, the protein."
makes it easy for peoSuch people could
ple to stumble into die from respiratory
them — with painful failure after being bitand possibly lethal ten by just one fire ant,
results.
Vinson said. Scientists
"They have a hell of believe that 1 percent
a temper, and their of the population could
sting can be have this extreme
life-threatening," reaction to the stings.
Texas Agriculture
"The ants are very
Commissioner Reagan protective of their
Brown said in a recent
mounds and defensive
interview from Austin.
of their food supplies,"
"We feel that some he said. "They will
cases of heart attack sting if you disturb
may have come from
them or get between
fire antstings."
them and their food."
The tenacious red inThe fire ants latch
sect invaded the
United States from onto their victims with
South America in the their jaws and sting
late 1930s. "They were repeatedly, said Mark
introduced acciden- Trostle, a fire ant
tally at Mobile, Ala. specialist with the
and now cover 230 state agriculture
million acres over nine department. He
Southern states," recommended baking
soda paste to ease the
Brown said.
The fire ants have pain of the pustules.
been spreading south- But if victims react
southwesterly at a rate violently to the protein
of 25 to 30 miles a year, in the venom, only
Brown said. They hospital treatment can
reached Texas in 1956 save them, Vinson
and now cover about said.
105 of the 254 counties
The ants are pests in
in the Lone Star State.
other ways.
"This year's out"They build mounds
break is the worst ever about a F..)t and a half
in Texas, because of in clia-ineter and a foot
ihe rain," Brown said. high. When they dry
"We have a real war out they get just like
here — and the ants concrete and can
are winning."
damage agricultural
- S-o far, four machinery," Brown
chemical-control
said.
agents have been
Each year, the state
developed to fight the spends hundreds of
fire ant: Heptachlor, thousands"' of dollars
Mires, Ferriamicide trying to find ways to
and AMDRO. But, stop the spread of the
Brown said, pressure pests.
from environmen"We're putting
talists led to the bann- about $200,000 a year
ing of the first two and from my department
federal refusal to cer- into research at A&M
tify the third.
and the same amount
"We have to have an at Texas Tech — and
understanding by the we're finding out more
public that we've got about .the imported
to fight these insects or fire ant all the time,"
they'll win," Brown Brown said.
said, "and we need a
Scientists have
crash program of con- learned that the ants
tinued research to find spread by riding
a better way to control everything from wind
them."
currents to pickups.
Brad Vinson, an en"The males and
tomology professor at females fly hundreds
\ Texas A&M Universi- of feet into the air to
ty,- said the imported mate," Vinson said.
fire ants — "solenopsis The females then drift
invicta" — pack a down, catching a lift
double-whammy in on a car or truck, and

eventual!) dig into the
dirt to start a new
colony.
The federal and
state departments of
agriculture have
quarantined the infested areas..
Shipments of flowers,
shrubs and heavy earthmoving equipment
are supposed to be inspected to make sure
the ants aren't aboard,
Trostle said. But, he

added, the quarantine
has been hampered by
too few inspectors and
a willful or ignorant
lack of compliance
with the restrictions. •
"They're still
spreading. We've added five more Texas
counties in the last
month," Trostle said.
The only effective
bait officials recommend is AMDRO, a
compound of corn grit

sCiaked with soybean
oil and a slow acting
poison Since the ant*
are voracious eaters.
they grab the bait and
take it back to the nest,
where they feed it to
their queen.
Aerial applications
are the most effective,
Trostle said: "AMDRO can be dropped
from an airplane,
bounce' three times
and the 'ants grab it

right a140 and haul it
home'
The state
agriculture department plans to provide
financial help and
expertise to counties
needing AMDRO
treatments.
"If the landowners
will put up a dollar an
acre for an aerial
treatment program,
the- state and federal
governments will put

up the other three
dollars required.—
Trostle said
But that's
expensive
-rrvii had large landowners with, say,
25,000 acres say they'
can't afford $25,000 to
get rid of the imported
fire ant, no matter how
anuch they hate
them," said Trostle
The ultimate solution to the imported

fire ant problem, ma)
be biological "so we
don't have to use
chemicals." Brown
said
'The answer lies
with the scientist with
the test tube and
microscope" Brown
said. "We've been like
Edison and the light
bulb, though. So far
we've found a lot of
things that don't
work"
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Where a man belongs.
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Retail Food Prices
Down In October
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Kentucky
Farm Bureau says its
October marketbasket
survey indicated a 1.4
percent decline in
retail food prices in
Kentucky during the
past 30 days.
The bureau's
selected group of 40
food items cost an
average of $58.11 this
month, down 83 cents
from the September
tally of $58.94; Ruth
Ruggles, survey coordinator, said in a news
release. Falling meat
prices led the
downward „trend, she
said.
Of 13 meat items, including beef, pork and
chicken, 11 remained
unchanged or declined
in price, she said.
Other decliners included eggs, milk and two
corn-based items,corn
meal and corn oil.
Showing price gains
were pork sausage,ice
cream, cheese,
tomatoes, flour and
pickles.
Overall, 20 items
declined in price since
last month, 15 increased and five remained
.the sat!. Ms.Wiggles
credited falling
— livestock- priees --for
retail meat price
declines. She said the most
noticeable exception to
the trend, pork
sausage, stayed above
other pork cuts partly

AVAILABLE

as a result of its increased usage by fastfood restaurants in
their new breakfast
menus.
The lowest cost for
the 40-item marketbasket, $53.36, was
recorded at Scottsville, while Jackson
was the highest at
$64.11. Other local
figures included
Owensboro, $55.27;
Hopkinsville, $56.10;
Glasgow,- $56.70;
Elizabethtown, $56.76;
Lexington, $57.77;
Louisville, $59.43;
Frankfort, $60.43;
Murray, $60.89, and
Henderson,$61.88.

,Copier on
the blink?

Better see the nevi —eery
reliable—a 8 Pict geg
plain paper copier
The 990 nes
tee'most
wonted lestuies o/ machines costing 50% mc re
—including the VINSOWIty
to Matte I? *17 copies.
Ctlrly bete.odes. and ullt
mqst any Sind of paper, including ourheadjranaparenbes and labels

Camel Lights or Camel Filters.
Experience the Camel taste.

Call u3 today

116 NORM 7Tlf
MAYFIELD
247-5112

Warning Iry Surgeon •GeneIal Has Determihed
That Cigarette Srnoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
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COLORED PRINT

•

• A..' Witt

M.,' Soo.% t(,,, Less • Oral Mryt Sews

Less • oda' Mart Sells tur Less• Wal 0•01•rt Sias for L•se • VV,Il

• VV.

M

Save 1.96

Long Sleeve
Oxford Shirt
•65% Cotton/35% poly
'Button down collar
•1 Pocket
'Back pleat
'Fashion colors
'Long sleeve
*Size S-M-L
'Reg. 9.96

Sale Continues
Thru Saturday In

Save 1.94
Denim 5
Pocket Jeans

Murray,KY

•100% Cotton
'Straight leg
*Navy denim
*Sizes 3/4 to 15/16
'Reg. 10.94

U.S. Hwy.641 North and
Belaire shopping Center,South 12th Street
Mon.Thru Sat.
9 a.m.to 9 p.m.
Sunday 12-6

Save Up To 6.86
Tastemaker Sherato
Sheet Sets
•65% Poiyesteri35% cotton
•F1oral print on bore bac'x-gr-otinct

•
sea.

..41411%4•

,
4 --16111K
s)

• 1-60111,.

Save 23%
Ladies Fashion or Full
Figure Bras

3

•

115rd
-

A.*
•

Save Up To 7.00
Sheraton Comforter
by Tastemaker.
•100% poly filled

'Cotton. nylon & poly cotton
blends 'Asst styles and colors
,inbrItts,-bikiniS antrni"Mr5
'Sizes 2-12 *Reg 72rt

4'
air• ;
Sr

•Lycra spandex .White or beige 'Asst. styles
•Srrooth or seamed cups'Lace accents
•Sizes 32A to 42D 'Not all styles in all sizes *Reg. 3.94

Save 22%
Girls Briefs

erlt.
•7
4.
14

*Floral print on bone background
'For warmth and stylish beauty,

Twin Reg 29 96

3

2.96 Full Reg 39 96

42.96

at KI Reg 49 96

7.46 Shams Reg 8 96'

TASTE]

IF4

op-Wal-Martfor super low discount prices•
• vVeri Met ,Sells for

Less •

Wdi Mart Salts for Less•%Ar a i m ar t Sens for Less•Wel Mart Sells for lass • Wal Mart Sells for t.c

•

\Aa' Mart Soils tiir Less •%Alai Mart Sells for Less • Wal

art

ells for Less

MasterCard

The Right
Look at
the Right
Price!

Faberge Organks
Shampoo Of Conditioner
•15 Ounces •COndrboner reg
Or ii-txxly *Shampoo in rag
Ody or a-body 'With pure wheat
germ cal & honey 'Limit

Trnerson.

Save 7.00
Emerson AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Player
•porlable•123/. x61
/
2-x3 '106 Push button

. ...ow •
••••••••••

controls'Twin built in condenser mics
•Telescoping swivel antenna 'Stereo '
nead hone Jack •No CTR850 •Reg 59 66

Super Veit*
K°discolor II
Print Film
•For color shots in daylight
or flash •ASA 100
•Cl 35-24 'Limit 2

Cortald Cream
•l'h Ounces
•Lirnit 2

Save 3 00
Corning Covered
Microwave
Browning
Skillet
• •I
'Can doCiro, '•i

.7.97

,
Save 2.00
Metal Ironing Table

freezer to
en
eSPebially frit
cooking vit.Plicro
on bhlthrr eridri,"1.

brown•No MWAtIj
'Peg llofC

.

•Full size 1.5 x54 top
different
•Almond••All steel construction .Adjusts to 8
positions tor sit down or stand up ironing
'Reg 9 97
'Folds flat or sioi age •WM-57

STEERING

WHEEL
COVER

Super Value
Earl Campbell
Football
•-,tandard lace constructio
'Official size'Pump, kicking tee and

Save 1 00
Sport Grip
Steering
Wheel Cover
4
•Hio v

inflating needle included
'No. ECS

b4.

•V

'No
•f-feg

n Muslin

$12

Twin

Save 4 00
1c Blocks
Construction
Set'
•
,
Fcro
Erect

Left voiume

Save 27%
Flour Sack
Kitchen Towels
•100% Cotton 'Bleached whir

Reg. 14.46

$18
$24
$28

:
:at
P

Full
Reg. 21.26

Queen
Reg. 27.46

King
Reg_ 34.86

I-sp.
yea'

•
'No

•Re,.i 1'

*Lint free *Super absorbent
*Great for cleaning glass
'Reg 946

Save 6.00
Sparkomatic Under Dash Cassette
Car Stereo
'Left & right volume slide controls sHi/lo tone switch
-.Fast forward/elect control 'Tape play indicator light
'Auto stop at end of tape 'NO SS-200'Peg 29 88

aL

iinto

woo
VANISH

Save 2.00
Rival Can Opener
With Knife Sharpener
ar,

•,
•?ios open air
edge •Prec son iinarofir
blades•Two-tone
'No 782-KA
'Peg 1 1 96

AKER®

every

Vanish
rystals
•48 Ounces
•Toilet bcwl cleaner
•Limit 2

Save 1.28
Utility
Gadget Box

Save 2.88
Bar Stool
• High 'Assembled 'Stained hardwood

. ciam seat covered with vinyi-r*Elfaci
ap_EiljuiPtgryii
*No 9030-Bt.-BR •Reo 11 68

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—,, is our intention to
have every advertised item in stock however it due to any untoresean reason
an advertised item is not available tor purchase. WaliMart yell issue a Rain
Check .on request. tor are merchandise to be purChased if the sale *Ice
whenever aka•ade r we sea you a *Pular tern *a comparable re:pucker,. iv*
Prtre We reserve the right to limn auarntkes

rt Sells for 'fess• Wal Mart So will Mart Sells for Less•Wel Mart
Sells for Less•Wal Mart Sells for

Less •'4%

/
2 Lbs
•31
/
2" *21
'Red silicone finish
fr
et
VI
I ts
Ided end cap
tructdrt
•Fui length piano style
'No 1500
'Peg 4 72

3.44

-N.
••"'
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Racers Receive No Homecoming TV Call
Opportunities come and opportunities go ,
and nowhere was it more apparent that an opportunity had gone than in the Murray State
athletic office Monday afternoon.
Waiting for the call that never came was
almost as hard as waiting for the winning
touchdown or field goal that never came
Saturday night in Akron.
ABC-TV obviously decided to look
elsewhere for a game to fill its regional
doubleheader time slot Saturday, overlooking
the Murray;State Homecoming extravaganza
with Eastern Kentucky.
, Perhaps the decision to seek the entertainment buck elsewhere was prompted by the
MSU loss (20-19) to Akron, but many thought
Eastern's No 1 national ranking and the
Racers' No. 10 would make the difference.
Apparently it didn't though.
7! the parallels with games past pan out,
however, ABC-TV may be kicking itself for
not going with Saturday's Division 1-AA and
Ohio Valley Conference matchup.
From the archives of the MSU sports information office these 'coincidences' make
Saturday's contest worth watching:.
.Last year when the Racers lost two in a
row they bounced back to bcat the No. 1 team

State falling1g a tie for 10th with Montana.
Jackson State, tied with EKU last week for
No. 1, fell to a tie for seventh with Tennessee
State this week. New Hampshire (No. 2);
Idaho State (No.3), Boise State (No. 4),
Gramblhig (No. 5), South Carolina State
(No. 6) and Lehigh (No. 9) round out the remainder of the weekly standings.Western
Kentucky also received votes.

Covering
All Fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

noted diamond men as slugging second
baseman Jack Perconte of the Los Angeles
Dodgers. The event is free to the public.
In a non-telated Homecoming day activity,
the Ohio Valley Conference cross country
championships will be held at the Murray
Country Club course.
Women's cross country begins at 10 a.m.
while the men compete at 10:30 a.m.
Murray State is a favored team in both
men's and women's events.
Highlighting the Saturday activities will be
the OVC football clash between host Murray
State and Eastern Kentucky beginning at 2
p.m.

Here's a brief rundown of the athletic
events on tap for Homecoming weekend:

in the nation (Western Kentucky) 49-0. This
year MSU has lost to Middle Tennessee and
Akron on successive weekends and face No. 1
EKU on Saturday...tunnunm.
'At this same stage last year Murray State
was ranked No. 1 and EKU was No. 10 and the
Racers fell 24-14 at the Colonels' Homecoming.
'Also, in 1979 when EKUwas ranked No. 1
and was cruising on easy street guess who
tripped 'em up? That's right, No. 8 Murray
State, 24-7.
Will history repeat itself? Hnunnunnun.

Friday sees the alumni tennis and golf
events begin with the golf being a one-day affair at the Murray Country Club course while
the alumni tennis tourney at Murray State's
courts begins Friday and concludes on Sunday.
Friday night the first preview of thc Murray
State Racer basketball team will be available
free to the public when the team divides for its
annual Blue-Gold scrimmage at Racer Arena.
Free shakers will be given out at the game
which starts at 7 p.m.
Saturday the second annual 'Old Timers
Baseball Game' will begin at MSU's Reagan
Field at 10:30 a.m. The game will feature such

Several teams were re-located in the Division 1-AA football poll this week with EKU
taking sole possession of first and Murray

Mother Nature didn't cooperate Monday
night when the 5-6 grade flag football championship was scheduled for Laker Stadium.
So, the Calloway Countians have decided to
postpone their confrontation between the
Steelers and the Lions until Wednesday, Oct.
28,at5 p.m.
Tonight Laker Stadium will be alive with a
pair of undefeated middle school football
squads going head-to-head at 6:30 p.m.
Calloway Middle School will host Crittenden
County in a Western Kentucky showdown.

Southeastern Seer Predicts:

Former MSU
Coach Fired

Bryant To Move Into Second Place Tie
ATLANTA (AP) —
Mississippi State has a
chance to snap another
'long Alabama winning
streak when the two
nationally ranked
powers collide
Saturday in a
Southeastern Conference football
showdown.
The Bulldogs climbed to their highest
ranking ever in this
week's Associated
Press poll — No. 7, one
notch above Alabama.
It was one year ago
in Jackson that
Mississippi State
halted the Crimson
Tide's 28-game winning streak with a 6-3
decision. It also ended
State's 22-game losing
string in the series
with the Tide.
The streak Bama
places in jeopardy this
week is 54 consecutive
victories on its home
field, Bryant-Denny
Stadium in
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
In fact, the Tide has
lost only once in 70
outings in the arena
since Bear Bryant
returned to his alma
mater in 1958. That
was a 10-6 loss to

rnaSIPI
:
b...

Florida on Oct. 12,
1963.
The Tide will have
plenty of motivation —
avenging last year's
setback and also
enabling Bryant to
move into a second
place tie on the alltime list of coaching
victories.
Bryant now stands
at 312 in his 37th
season as a head
coach. Glen "Pop"
Warner had 313 triumphs in 44 years, one
less than
record-holder Amos
Alonzo Stagg, who
coached 57 seasons.
Bama is 6-1-1 overall
and 4-0 in the SEC.
State has 6-1 and 3-0
credentials, respectively. Can State do it
again? Perhaps, but
not likely. Alabama
14-7.
The Southeastern
Seer nailed nine witiners in 10 games last
week, lifting the
season total to 66-22-1,
a .750 percentage.
Elsewhere around
the South this week:
Florida at Auburn —
War Eagles may be
looking back on last
week's heart-breaking

loss to Mississippi
State. Florida may be
looking ahead to
Georgia. A shaky vote
for ... Florida 20-17.
Temple at Georgia
— Dooley's Dogs
might struggle a little
early with Florida on
the horizon, but they'll

survive by a corn-'
fortable margin.
Georgia 24-3.
Virginia Tech at
Kentucky — Gobblers
are 0-2 on the road and
Cats are 0-for everywhere in last six
games. Look for a mild
upset as Curd gains a
split with the Dooley
brothers in a two-week
span. Kentucky 14-10. ISU at Mississippi
— Only the bitter
rivalry remains in this
matchup that has gone
downhill in national
appeal since both
teams fell on hard
times. Bengals bop
'em for the sixth con-

secutiv year. LSU
28-24,
Memphis State at
Vanderbilt — Commodores have to cast
aside the celebration
of their first SEC victory in 61
/
2 years to win
this one. They will.
Vanderbilt 14-7.

week. They won't next
week. The Upset
Special. Miami 17-14.
Nicholls at Northeast Louisiana'
The inconsistent Tribe
should pad its passing
statistics this week.
Northeast 35-10.
Southern Mississippi
at
North Texas State
Western Carolina at
—
Collier
& Co. will
Florida State — The
remain
the
area's only
Noles are home at last.
That can only spell unbeaten team — with
trouble for the Cata- ease.Southern 42-0.
Tulane at Cincinnati
mounts. FSU 38-0.
— Greenies lost their
Penn State at first fourth's year and
Miami, Fla. — Joe have a chance to even
Paterno's Nittany the record this week.
Lions have the nation's They will. Tulane
No. 1 ranking this 21-10.

GEORGETOWN,
-K y. (AP ), —
Georgetown College
has promoted its dean
of students to interim
head coach after firing
first-year football
coach John Behling.
Behling was fired
Monday after his team
lost all seven of its
games under his
guidance.
Bert Hawkins,
Georgetown's dean of
students and a former
assistant coach at the
school, will replace
Behling. Hawkins will
be assisted by Jack
Eicher, Georgetown's
dean of men and
former head coach at
Scott County High. The

Lakers Approach Regional CC Race
Another pitfall is physical condition for
greying the hair of the race.
Calloway County cross
"I've told the guys if
country coach Jim they're trying to kill
Nix, who says this me before my time
season hasn't been one they're doing a good
for the weak-hearted.
job of it," Nix said.
With Saturday's
Mike Wicker, a
regional competition junior, is the latest in a
at Marshall County string of injured runstaring the Lakers in ners Nix was depenthe face, Nix says he's ding on to help defend
got another of his top the school's regional
runners in doubtful title.

Wicker hurt an ankle
last Friday and
couldn't compete in
the Ft. Campbell Invitational Saturday.
Even without

Wicker, though, the
Lakers managed a
fifth place finish in the
13-team field. Host Ft.
Campbell won the
boys, girls and junior
varsity competition
Saturday.
Two of the Lakers'
top four runners were
freshmen including
Barry Knight (21st
overall) and Ernie
O'brian (33rd overall
and fourth in the team
standings). Mike

Harlan finished second
for the Lakers and
23rd overall and Mike
Garrison placed third
for the Lakers and 28th
overall. Herlie Chadwick was the Lakers'
fifth man in 47th place.
The Laker junior
varsity squad.finished
filth among eight
teams.
Saturday's regional
competition begins at
10 a.m.
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SCOREBOARD
Baseball
By The Associated Press
Best ofSeven
Game One
New York,5 Los Angeles3
Game Two
New York 3, Los Angeles0
Game Three
Los Angeles 5,New York 4
Game Four
Los Angeles 8, New York 7,
series tied 2-2 • • •
Game Five
Los Angeles 2, New York 1.
LA leads series 3-2.
Tuesday's Game
Los Angeres(RoOteliO-I1 at
New York(John 1-0)(n)
Wednesday's Game
Los Angeles at New Yor,
In), if necessary

BOWLING

if Sides of Choice Beef
0,

OFF
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•
All Goose Downand
Insulated Winter
Wear

I
1
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I
I
I

rest of the current
Georgetown football
staff will remain for
the final three games
of the season.
In a statement,
Georgetown College
President Dr. Ben M.
Elrod said the decision
to(ire Behling,47, was
made because of "a
State of general confusion ... a generaP
deterioration" of the
program.
In los-mg its seven
games this year,
Georgetown was
outscored 193-57, including a 46-14 loss to
Indiana Central last
Saturday.
Behling, a native of
New PhiLadelRhia,
Ohio, and a 1960
graduate of Otterbein,
came to Georgetown in
January from Murray
State, where he had
been offensive line
coach and recruiting
coordinator for two
years.
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Dillar or Dollar
Bowling Leage
Team.
L
W
East Y Grocery
ZI
9
Lucky Strikes
18
14
The Honey Tree
18
14
Paradise Kennels
16
16
Carpenter's Cleanup 12
20
The Lucky Three
9
23
High team Game(SC)
Lucky Strikes'
506
Paradise Kennels
478
East Y Grocery
475
High Team Gaem(HC)
Paradise Kennels
638
Lucky Strikes
'
634
East Y Grocery
609
High Team Series(SC)
Lucky Strikes
1335
East Y Grocery
1291
Paradise Kennels
1290
High Team Series(HC)
Paradise Kennels
1770
Lucky Strikes
1751
East Y Grocery
1893
High Inc. Game(SC)
Mary Routt
193
Pat Hesselrode
181
Jean Phillips
178
High Ind. Game(HC)
Mary Routt
241
Geraldine Myers
220
Jean Phillips
219 •
High Ind.Series(SC)
Pat Hesselrode
497Jean Phillips ' •
484
Nancy Todd
482
High Ind. Series(HC)
Peggy Shoemaker
.419
Jean Philki.........— .887
Nailer?.2 --.- - d4
1829.1. -Pat Hesselrode
Nancy Todd
Jean PM*
Hibia Swett
Sue Lax
Peggy Shoemaker
Peggy Bebber
Mary Mutt
Salystvie Sawyer

175
166
153
198
143
142
140
140
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Will 'Team Turmoil'
Rally In Game Six?

•

NEW YORK (AP)Looking like a bloodied
but unbowed patriot
right out of a Revolutionary War portrait,
owner George Steinbrenner leads the New
York Yankees into
tonight's sixth game of
the 1981 World Series
against the Los
Angeles Dodgers..,
Will Team Turmoil
rally around its battered and bandaged lineup tonight. He'd
boss, who says he was have trouble holding a
injured defending bat.
their honor in a hotel
But outfielder Jerry
brawl?
Mumphrey, benched
Or will the Dodgers, for the fourth and fifth
baseball's huggingest games after getting
team, nail down their just two hits in 10 atfirst world champion- bats .earlier, will get
ship in 16 years?
that chance. Yankee
Stay tuned for the Manager Bob Lemon
next exciting chapter was expected to
in this thrilling soap restore Mumphrey to
opera. It arrives the lineup and return
tonight with Tommy him to center field.
John trying to keep the
The Dodgers hoped
Yankees alive against
to have third baseman
the Dodgers' Burt
Ron Cey in their starHooton.
ting lineup. •Cey sufSteinbrenner profered a slight concusmises tgat his team
sion when he was hit in
will rebound in a topsy
the helmet by one of
turvy World Series
Qoose Gossage's 94that has had a little bit
mile per hour fastballs
of everything so far.
in the eighth inning
"We'll win it in New Sunday. He was xYork," he stormed rayed and stayed in
after the Yankees had Los Angeles overnight
dropped thrA- -,saight before flying to New
games in California to ,York Monday to join
slip perilously near the his teammates.
brink of elimination.
Dodger Manager
When two men got Tommy Lasorda said
he would use Cey as
into a heated debate
with Steinbrenner long as the third
baseman had no diz.following Sunday's 2-1
loss, one thing led to ziness or aftereffects
another and the of the beaning.
Hooton and John
.Yankee owner
were the starters in
emerged with a cast on
Game Two of the
his hand. It's a good
thing he wasn't Series won by the
scheduled to be in the Yankees 3-0. Hooton

Sneak Preview

I Steinbrenner Punches Hecklers
By WILL GRDASLEY
AP Correspondent
Leave it to Georgehe had no intention of
allowing Pus New York
Yankees to leave Los
Angeles with their
tails between their
legs. He took matters
into his own hands.

has not worked since
and will have five days
of rest for tonight's
assignment. John
volunteered to go to
the Yankee bullpen
Saturday and pitched
two innings in an 8-7
Dodger victory that
deadlocked the Series r
at 2-2.
Los Angeles then used consecutive
seventh-inning home
runs by Pedro
Guerrero and Steve
Yeager to beat Ron
Guidry Sunday and
move within one victory of the world
championship.'
To nail it down, the
Dodgers must break a
six-game losing streak
in Yankee Stadium.
Los Angeles has not
won a game in New
York since the second
game of the 1977 World
Series. Hooton was the
winning pitcher in that
one and the Dodgers
hope he can repeat
that tonight. If he can,
it will complete a
perfect turnaround
from the 1978 Series
when Los Angeles won
the first two games at
home only to lose the
next three in New
York and Game Six
and the Series in Los
Angeles.

By his own account,
he punched out an
unofficial decision
over two hecklers
when they began saying bad things about
the Yankees in an
elevator in the Los
Angeles headquarters
hotel Sunday night.
It was the only victory in the Yankees'
-lost weekend" in the
-City of the Angels.
Call him Goerge M.
Steinbrenner III, "M"
for "Manassa
Mauler," undisputed
light-heavyweight
champion of frustrated
club owners.
Hold the line,
George, promoter Don
King calling.
Somewhere today,
roaming the streeets
of L.A., is a guy with a
few front teeth missing
and a friend who might
be suffering bruises.
That is, if George is
giving it to us straight.
And we have to take
his word for it. There
were no other
eyewitnesses. The
culprits, according to
George, took off like
frightened robents.
The hotel manager
could add no details.

Cinncy
Sells
Fiala

CINCINNATI (AP)
- The contract of infielder Neil Fiala has
been sold by the Cincinnati Reds to their
Indianapolis farm
club, and the Reds on
Monday added minor
league pitchers Mike
Dowless and Brad
Lesley to their 40-man
Mike Brady and 6-3 winter roster.
Mike McDuffen,
Dowless, 21, had a 6transfers held out of 13 record and a 5.28
competition last year, earned run average
6-8 '2 junior college last season with the
transfer Sammy Cur- Reds' Class AA team
ran, and a trio of in Waterbury, Conn.
freshmen, 6-7 Vada He currently is 4-0 with
Martin, 6-5 Sidney a 1.24nERA in the
Bolden and 6-6 Rob Florida Instructional
Sanders.
League.
Lesley, 23, was 4-1
Murray State also with a 0.79 earned run
has a public intras- average in 22 ap
quad scrinunage set pearances with the
for Eminence Nov. 14 Reds' Class A team in
and will host the tour- Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
ing Marathon Oil team and was 4-1 with a 2.60
for an exhibition con- ERA at Waterbury. He
test Nov. 19 at Racer accumulated 12 saves
Arena.
for the season.

Annual Blue-Gold
Scrimmage Set
Murray State
University basketball
fans will have an opportunity for an early
preview of the 1981-82
Racer squad Friday,
Oct. 30, as head coach
Ron Greene divides his
talented team for an
.intrasquad Blue-Gold
scrimmage at Racer
sophomore Brian
.Arena.
Stewart and 6-7 senior
Staged as one of Mike McKenney.
numerous activities
Greene will also use
during Homecoming the scrimmage to
weekend on the MSU unveil seven promiscampus, tip-off for the ing newcomers to the
scrimmage is 7 p.m. Racer roster.
and admission is free
Joining the team are
to the public.
6-7 Ricky Hood, 6-7
The basketball-competition has traditionally been scheduled for Saturday morn- •
ing but has moved to
Friday evening due to
-the crowda-calendar
of events.
"We hope this scrimmage provides our
alumni who whill be
traveling from great
distances an opportunity to see the
team in person,
Green said. "We aLso
have our big local
following that is anxious for a sneak
preview of the squad."
Greene, who has
directed Murray State
to a combined 40 wins
the past two seasons
which represents the
most successful backto-back years in nearly
a decade, returns eight
lettermen, including
his top five point producers, from last
year's 1ft-10 team.
The list of returning
standouts is headed by
5-10 junior guard Lamont Sleets, the most
valuable player in last
season's OVC Tournament and a NABC
7 All-America
selection. Other
veterans include 6-5
senior Kenney Hammonds, 6-6 junior Glen
Green, 6-5 junior Walt
Davis, 6-3 senior Tony
Slaughter, 6-3 senior
Tom Adams, 6-3

The I..A. police said
nothing was reported
to them. An angry
Steinbrenner, it
seems, takes no
prisoners.
The controversial
Yankee boss, a
stickler for rigid ethics
codes, showed more
relish than embarrassment when he called a
late-evening press conference in,Los Angeles
to show a left hand in a
cast, possibly fractured, a bruised right
hand, a cut lip and a
bump on the head from
a whack with a beer
bottle.

wu punched by teammate Gr:Ite, Nettles
during ail argument at
the victor) party in
Oakland after the
Yankees had clinched
the American League
pennant
Steinbrenner,51, is a
husky man with an

Meanwhile, the
baseball world buzzed
with mild amusement
over the irony of the
incideat.
It was two years ago
almost to the day that
the then Yankee
Manager Billy Martin,
similarly taunted
beyond his endurance,
belted a marshmallow
salesman in a Bloomington, Minn. hotel
lobby.
Although Billy insisted that he was pro
yoked into the act,
George proceeded to
fire him, saying, "I
can't put up with this
kind of stuff any
more."
The Yankee boss .insistO that his players
must avoid the very
appearance of evil. He
virtually .invoked the
Biblical "turn the
cheek" policy.
Billy the Kid,
wherever he is fishing,
must surely have an
interesting reaction.
Reggie Jackson,
hearing the news,said,
"Now George knows
how I feel." Reggie

baiting to be lit
The two guy s in the
elevator lit it. Just
the marshmallow
salesman did in the
case ol Billy Martin
Now, maybe George
will have more sympithy for the way Billy
felt

athletic background
Sitting in Pus box at
Dodger Stadium last
weekend, watching his
highly-paid hirelings
lose three games with
poor hitting, sloppy
fielding and burlesque
baseronning. he was a
owder k e
Just

ived
Retreads
With Warranty
Reg. Hwy. or
Snow Tires
These Are All

WHITE WALLS
REGULAR HWY.
G7815
87813
E7814
G7814
H7815
17815

•

$29.50
22.50
$25.50
$29.50
$30.50
$31.50

Includes F.E.T.
and Mounting
Add $3.00 For Mud
and Snow Tires

Rudolph.
Ali Tire and
gnment,Inc.
S. 12th.
Murra K

'Open
Daily
8-5

75

1981 Model Close-Out Sal
These Models Must Go

Stock No. P126

*1981 Pontiac Grand Prix

$8,676.00

Air conditioning, power steering, power brakes, landau roof, aluminum sport wheels
stereo ond muck more
16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)

Stock No.0166

•1981 Olds Cutlass Supreme Coupe

$8,648.00

Air conditioning, power steering and brakes, landau roof, sport wheels and mirrors, stereo and much
more.
16.8% APR Financing Ito qualified customers)

Stock No. 0193,0194

•1981 Olds Omega 4-Dr.Sedans

$7,845.00

Air conditioning, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, wire wheels, stereo and much more
Two
to choose from.

12.9% APR Financing (to qualified customers)
Stock No. P119

•1981 Pontiac Phoenix Coupe
Air conditionina.4 speed transmission, power steering & bra

12.9% APR Financing (to

, radio and much more.
qualified customen)

$7,392.00

Stock No.P101

•1981
Pontiac Phoenix 4-Dr.
Air conditioning,

power steering, brakes, radio, power door lacks and muck more

$7,898.00

12.9% APR Financing (to quolifi..1c.0.)
Stock No. P137

*1981
Pontioc-T1000.4-Dr
Air conditioning, automatic,

$6,607.00

power steering end more. 16.8% APR Financing Ito
qualified Customer,

ovfc'
e
0
11

001
6 Month Certificates
Get the most for your money in the least
amount of time...minimum of $10,000!

Stock No. P132
•1981

Pontiac Bonneville Coupes

loaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)

Stock No. P133

•1981 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe

$9,946.00

loaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)

"DE

"

Stock No.0176

•1981
Olds Toronado
3,000

$13,580.00

miles, loaded, 16 8`, APR Finoncing to qualified customers(

13.869%
Effective
Oct. 27-Nov. 2, 1981

Stock No.0163
•

•Olds Cutlass Brougham Diesel 4-Dr. $10,342.00
Leaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qoalified corstonsers)
Stock No. P115

•Pontiac Grand Lemons 4-Dr.
3,000 miles,
Stock

Security Federal
Savin s & Loam
1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
."Your Future Is Important To

Us."

$9,750.00

$8,391.00

loaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qualified,customers
),No.0138

4-Dr.Sedan .000..1.
Olds Cutlass
•Au
conditioning, power steering, brakes. A/A/CIA,sport wheels and mirrors

$7,600.00
1 6 8 Financing to quolr4.ed
customer,)

12.9% Financing on J200 and Cadillac Cimarron
The 12.9 Financing Available through Nov. 11
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pOCKEr Faculty Members Present Workshop
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NOW 60 OFF!
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SALE!

$169"

2:
9
95

• Only "ilex61/8x23/4"
• Use As a Calculator,
Or Program It For
Complex Problems
• Perfect for "On-Site"
Use in Real Estate,
Engineering, Business

RadioIhaek
A D' '

'f,r4DY CORPORATION
PRICFrr; MAY VARY AT

The TRS-80 computer that
goes where you go! More
powerful, yet easier to use
than a programmable calculator. Add one of our
sale-priced interfaces and
an optional recorder and
you can use our selection
of ready-to-run cassette
software. Programmable In
BASIC,too.

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

Two faculty
members in the
Department of Art at
Murray State University presented
workshops at the recent 31st annual conference of the Kentucky Art Education
Association (KAEA
at Western Kentucky
University in Bowling
Green.
Jerry B. Speight and
James W. Stickler
each presented a halfday experience
workshop for art'
educators, including
both public school
teachers and higher
educational professionals from
throughout the state.
Speight's 7Quallty of
Line" workshop
presented a variety of
studio techniques
useful in developing an
artist's individual
"handwriting" or
style. Master works by
Leonardo,
Michelangelo,
Raphael and Ingres,
along with others,

demonstrate contrasting styles of art
and the different interpretative approaches
necessary for each.
The KAEA, a state

were examined for line
quality.
Exercises for
developing a broad
vocabulary of line
were practiced and the
in
vocabularies that were
developedw were used
to draw still life objects.
Stickler presented a
workshop titled "The
Museum Experience,"
which centered on interpretative techniques and strategies for
leading museum tours.
He led discussions of
associative and formal
qualities of art works
in interpreting art for
those with no art
history background.

fessionals in its
membership Its conference is the major
professional convention of art educators in
Kentucky.

affiliate of the National Art Education
Association in Reston,
Va., includes both
public school and
higher education pro-

Church To Show Film
crusade. It was here
that she first
discovered her worth
as an individual and
began her long struggle to piece her shattered life back
together.
Those who have
followed Billy
Graham's ministry
will be interested to
know that Dr. Graham
appears in the film in
some of the footage of
his 1954 London
Crusade, and also In
the intruduction and
conclusion to the film,
photographed recently
for this special version.
According to
William F. Brown,
president of World
Wide. Pictures, "No
Longer Alone" was
presented with the
"Award of Excellence" from the
Film Advisory Board
of Hollywood, as well
as the "Angel" award
from Religion in
Media in America, as
the outstanding
religion _ film of the
Year.lt aisereeeiVedthe "Silver Halo
Award" from tne
Southern California
Motion Picture Council.
"No Longer Alone"
was filmed in color on
location in London,
and stars Belinda Carroll,Wilfrid Hyde
White, James Fox,
Samantha Gates, and
Gordon DeVol. Simon
Williams, who has one
of the leading roles in
the BBC production,
"Upstairs,
Downstairs," also
Stirs in the film. The
title song was
performed by the
recording artist, B.J.
Thomas.

"No Longer Alone," in preparation for its
winner of three eventual presentation
prestigious film - as a television special.
The film traces the
industry awards, will
be shown at 6:30 p.m. life of an English acWednesday, Oct. 28, at &etas, Joan Willi:WU
First Baptist Church, Brown. Though she
203 S. 4th Street. The skyrocketed to fame
showing is open to the on the British stage,
her life was marked by
public free of charge.
The film, a true a frantic grasp for perstory, takes a close sonal fulfillment and
look at a woman who love. Tormented by a
was searching past she was unable to
desperately -Tst-- love forget, she succumbed
and acceptance, but to a series of nervous
whose cries went breakdowns; and, at
unheard by those who one point, attempted to
take her own life.
surrounded her.
In her ultimate moOriginally released
by World Wide Pic- ment of despair, Joan
tures in commercial was invited by a
theatres, the film is "chance" phone call to
now one hour in length attend a Billy Graham

Game strategies for
viewing art with
children were
demonstrated by
Stickler during a tour
of the Kentucky
Mraseum on the
Western campus. Both
contemporary prints
and historical collections were viewed to

Tuesday,Oat.27 the's' Saturday

• Open Doily 9-9
Sunday 12-6
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The Saving Place *

Deer Hunters'

•

HUNTING AND FISHING
LICENSES SOLD IN MOST
SPORTING GOODS DEPTS.

Kemington $249

Save

Remington' 742ACI1 Semi-auto Rifle'

Steel receiver and scratch-resistant wood finish.
5 shot clip. 30/06, .243 or .308 caliber. Save.
•K mart Firearms and
Ammunition Policy
Forearms and anwonotoon we 'old
O 1tr.ct compl.ince won Federal,
State and tool law. All purchases
west be pocked 'up on person.
Purchaser of foreword
be a
nrsodent of State on Wool. Weems
we sold.

136

Madin• 336C Lever-action Rifle'
Rifle with micrb;igroose barrel, deluxe sights. 6
shot capacity. 30/30 or .35 caliber. Savings.

Sold le Spertleg Seeds Dept.

FEDERAL

K mart* Best Quality
Men's Raschel-knil
Thermal Underwear

3

188
10Our Reg. 13.97
Foam
laminated.
Camouflage print Or,
orange color.
XX-Large
11.88

The Kentucky Lake
Section of the
American Chemical
Society(ACS)selected
Joseph F. Fulks,
chairman of the
Mayfield High School

&sellable Its
.304..241..270,30/04.30/30 )tiLLI4
Sale Price

Raschel-type contour knit
of soft cotton with reinforced seams. Elastic
waistband and pre-shrunk
cuffs. Choice of sizes.

iuV
Federal• Center-fire Mlle Cartridges'
Hirshok•soft point bullets. Box of 20 rounds.

Pants and sttrt said.sepasately

Hooded Sweat Shirt

Mayfield
Teacher
Honored

Our Reg. 39.97
-Como.Insulated

Coveralls
Sold in Sporting Reeds Dept.

C

e
....:„Z Mount

•

Save

4.97

E-Z Mount • Gun Rack
Adiusts to fit on window
of truck No drilling

Our Reg.9.97

Our Reg. 1.97

Our Reg. 13.97

7.97p,

1.27

9.97

Sueded Hunting Gloves
Sueded cowhide palm,
nylon back and fully lined.

Orange Vinyl Safety Vest
Blaze orange for outdoors One size fits all

Gun Strapielection

Leather straps, some with
lacing or painted design

Our Reg.4.97

Our Rx2.97

3.97

1.

level Hunter's He Seat
Traps and holds body heat
Orange/c,amoufloge

Pr.
Heavy Thermal Socks
Gray wool/nylon socks
with orange at top. 10-13.

With Sheaths

sove
$20

Model /
1000

28.97

39.97
Model
2000

Save
$21

900
3.97

Otir R29.97

Our Reg, 19.97

24.

1497

Of*Milne Knives

-

Folding-lock or standard

Sharp".Nunting Knife
3" stainless steel folding
lock blade Sheath

APIIICIEDrIl(C=111 Or—
TfilE SAVING I3L AtIE

Our Reg. 3.97

Our Reaf
r

1.9

_

- flanfeirs Warm Claud

1.17

WD-40•Lubricant
Bulky Orlon* acrylic.
MuitipUrpose, helps stap
.0180,24ifidrilfeilktIPO'-16tibaks 9 oz • save
Nes.,

4."3:ni nt rn.

2.97,r.

MlleSeeps

69.97,3x4x3Ernin Seeps,
1.

KnitSeeks

lir gray took'of gory- •

lic/WOol/nykin. Save.'

1

700 U.S. Highway u41 N. Nitai(ay, Ky.
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

-

Joseph F.Fulks
Science Department,
as the recipient of the
Howard Huyck
Memorial Award for
1981.
The award
presented annually to
a West Kentucky high
school chemistry
teacher for outstanding achievements in
the field of education.
The presentation
was,made at the fall
meeting of the ACS,at- tended by numerous
faculty and board
members from Murray State University,
the University of Tennessee at Martin and Mayfield High School.
Bill Thor by,
General tire & Febber
Co. ptant minaget,
'Mayfield made the
presentation.
In addition to his
duties in the science
.departmentr..-.1ae Is
'assistant basketb
and'. bistro
tennis.
Fullts is.the son Of
the late Joe Fulks,
f4rmer Murray State
basketball standotit
and professional
player.
-

131111: INK
•
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Barber Seeks HelD For Restorina Fuilds
FRANKFORT, Ky.
tAP) — State
superintendent of
°ublic Instruction
taymond Barber
wants local school officials to help him try
to get funds cut from
the education budget
restored during the
next biennium.
"We are going to
need your help,"

Barber told more than
200 local school
superintendents and
board chairmen during an informational
meeting Monday that
was set up by the
Department of
Education.
Barber said he will
ask for increased
funds for local schools

Graduate Study Sessions
Scheduled At University

in his 19E241 budget of his budget requests
request and "I hope to until he has discussed
recover the cutbacks." them with state
However, Barber finance officials
pointed out that
He said following the
"everyone will be ask- meeting that he will
ing for additional seek to have cutsin the
reverfue and the state's Minimum
restoration of cuts. Foundation Program
Don't expect us to do it restored More than
alone. We have to have $13 million was trimmyour help if we are to ed in money for curget it done."
rent operating esBarber told the local penses and capital
officials to go home outlay.
and lobby with their
He said he will ask
local legislators.
for a zero based
Barber said he budget for the state
would not give details Department of Educe-

tion during the first Kentucky next year
more c0n5011414t1(
grants," she said.
4
year of the next hien- will be in mock grants. ••Th e R eagan federal education""
pro4111M. Mandated 5
grams into bin, k
"Bat the trend is
Administration, will
percent salary in- towards block
move to more aiid grants.'•
creases will be funded Vit******************************aw
through staff reductions,Barbersaid.
:'This puts us
better position to ask
for more funds for
local districts," he
said.
Barber said
priorities may have to
be set and some "old
fashion horse trading" * I've been overweight since I
dose to keep money in * was 7 years old. The least I
con remember weighing
critical areas.
"I assure you today
was 133 lbs. when I was 13
it is going to be a dif- • years old. Needless to soy,
ficult session." Barber
* I've tried many, many diets,
said.
•
Earlier Gov. John Y. * each with varyihg degrees
Brown Jr. spoke to the * of "temporary" success. At
school officials and * Diet Center I've succeeded
pledged to give educe-. * in losing and now know
tion a high priority in
how to keep the weight off.
preparing his budget.
*
I've
never, been on a diet
"There will not be a
segment of our budget * that's easier to live with —
that Will get a higher •
* family and all. I Used to
priority than educa- * wear size 16, sometimes
tion," Brown said.
* even 18; but the other day I
Alice McDonald,
*
bought a size 7/8 dress!
head of the office of
•
*
The
daily counseling and
federal programs in
the Department of * encouragement mode my
Education, said the * success possible. I know I'll
state can expect to * never have to reduce again,
continue receiving less
* and I con be so much_ profederal funds over the *
uder of me now.
*
next few years.
Thanks Diet Center and
-Mrs. McDonald said *
Kentucky will receive, * especially Patty Lovell, the
$23 million less in
counselor.
federal funds.. this
• uchool--y.
anticipate that we will
receive less in school
year '82-83 with further reductions in enWhen you decide to lose weight,
suing years."
CALL
Mrs. McDonald also
said that while local officials will have
greater control over
funds contained in
block grants that will
begin next year, they
will amount to only a
• small portion of the
federal education
funds to the state.
She said only $7
NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
million of approx- * 641 N. Murray, Ky.
imately $177 million *
41.
753-0020
NO CONTRACTS - expected to come to

cedures. Students will
have an opportunity to
ask questions, as well Succession
Termed
as respond to questions developed by the
faculty.
In an effort to
LOUISVILLE, Ky. am deeply opposed to
familiarize students (AP) — Former Gov. such an amendment."
with the oral examina- Lawrence W. Wether"The amendment as
tion, a mock oral has by said in a letter to a drawn would allow the
been videotaped and newspaper Monday present incumbents to
will be shown at the that the proposed suc- run again, which
study sessions.
cession amendment seems to me to be a
Anyone wishing ad- appears to him a "self- self-serving ploy and
ditional information serving ploy."
one designed for those
may call Beane in the
Wetherby, in a letter in office to obtain more
Department of Special to The Courier - and more power,"
Education (502) 762- Journal, said that as a Wetherby's letter said.
2447.
Gov. John Y. Brown
former governor, "I
Jr., who backs the proposed amendment,
says voters should be
entitled to vote for the
A one-day workshop monitoring system to candidate of their
on "Quality Assurance assure the eff ec- choice, whether an inTechniques for Apply- tiveness of on-going cumbent or not. He has
ing Joint Commission problem resolution.
said current law
on Accreditation of
Janice A. Russell, denies voters that
"••49ital(JCAH)Stan----ourse administrator-- - eight. —
dards" will be offered for continuing educaHowever, Wetherby
through the continuing tion at Murray State, wrote that"Should the
education program of said participants may amendment become
the Department of earn credit for six con- law, a governor could
Nursing at Murray tinuing education con- spend his first term
State University Fri- tact hours by atten- building a machine to
day, Nov.6.
ding the workshop. • re-elect himself, thus
Scheduled from 8:30
The fee is $30. neg-lecting the
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.in the Anyone wishing to business of the state
University Center on
register should call and the needs of the
the campus, the Janice A. Russell, people.
workshop for Department of Nurs"I know from exregistered nurses only
ing, Murray State perience how much
is designed for those
University, (502) 762- time a governor needs
practicing in acute
2194.
to spend to properly do
care settings who are
the job the people
interested in increaselected him to do,"
ing their knowledge of
Wetherby wrote.
JCAH quality
LEXINGSON, Ky.
The amendment, he
assurance standards (AP)—Dr.Thomas P. added, "would also
Honor rolls for the and developing techni- Lewis has resigned as defuse the power of the
first six weeks at East ques for their im- dean of the University legislature, thus givCalloway Elementary plementation.
of Kentucky College of ing more power to the
Shirley Noah of Law effective June 30, already powerful
have been announced
by Bob Allen, prin- Chicago, a consultant UK President Otis governor."
and member of the Singletary said
cipal.
Students named in- clinical faculty in the Monday.
Department of Educaclude:
Lewis' resignation
Fifth Grade — Kim tion and Publication of was accepted "with
Brown, Gina Harris, the JCAH, will conduct deep regret,"
Marine Pfc. Roger
Robert La More, the workshop.
Singletary said in a D. Colson, son of Cleo
Upon completion of news release.
Patrick Orr, Heather
D. and June F. Colson
Williams, Cindy the workshop, a parSingletary said of Rt. 1, Almo, was
Kilgore, Leah Fam- ticipant can expect to Lewis told him more designated Honorman
brough, Vicky Hern- be able to:
than a year ago he of his training unit dur— Explain the revis- planned to return to ing graduation
don, (all A's), Renae
Uzz 1 e, Bennie ed JCAH standards for fulltime teaching and ceremonies at the
Cushman, Kathy nursing services.
research, but agreed Marine Corps Recruit
Musser, Kim Lough,
— Relate the new to continue as dean Depot, Parris Island,
quality assurance through the current S.C.
(all A's).
Sixth Grade — standard to the school year.
He was meritoriousTrevor Coleman, regular review and
Lewis, an Ashland ly promoted to his preStephanie Wilson, evaluation of nursing native who became sent rank in recogniDebbie Cline, Jennifer care.
law dean in July 1976, tion of his superior
— Discuss the role
Geurin, Erika Pearwill remain on the UK leadership, initiative
son, Jenny Bates, of the nursing staff in faculty, Singletary and military bearing
Vicki Butler, Grace quality assurance ac- said.
during the 11-week
Curd, Kim Cushman, tivities.
A search committee training cycle.
— Evaluate patient
Pam Hutson, Tammy
will be appointed to . A 1981 graduate of
Jones, Angela Miller, care in terms of a recommend ca'n- Calloway County High
Billy Parkin, Steve _problem-foeUsed ap- didates for the dean's School, he—joined—the--proach.
Rogers and Kristen
position, Singletary Marine Corps in June
— Develop a said.
Ruccio.
1981.

Three'study sessions
have been scheduled
for graduate students
working toward
master's degrees in
special education at
Murray State University in preparation for
comprehensive examinations on Saturday,Dec.5.
Sessions to be oçducted by faculty ih
the Division of Learn-ing and Developmental Disorders will be in
Room 212 of the
Special Education
Building. Dates and
times are:
Thursday, Nov. 5, 6
to 9 p.m.; Thursday,
Nov. 12, 7:30 to 9:30
p.m.; and Thursday,
Nov. 19,6 to 9 p.m.
Dr. Allan Beane,
assistant professor in
the Department of
Special Education,
said students may attend one or more of the
study sessions. He added they are encouraged to attend as many
as they can.
The study sessions,
according to Beane,
are designed to respond to the needs and
concerns of students
as related to their particular area of study
and as related to the
examination pro-
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Special prices and financing
options on new Massey acre-eating
combines...now!

aw yew
•••zo-t-Y:k red,ti 497upae41±
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•

Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!
Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you
1. 514% interest paid monthly
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
ft's that simple and thatsood!

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!
Six-Month

MONEY-MARKET CERTIFICATIV=.13.869%

Big Factory
Allowances
Massey has given us some of the
biggest factory allowances ever to
• work with So. you can buy any new
MF combine on our lot at a specialty
reduced pnce We're out to so
combines, and we're dealing like
never before
'Apc•ocabla *Nan loanC401 OvOuge, Massey
Ferguson Crecii c,orooretion wnth ouehtrioR
erode

NATI WORM Thaa NOV NO MOM
RIMRATION PIONMITS COrAPONONNOG
mmor A
NOM
-MKT, Pea Dine WNW,hi won

(,•• 4,
•

-

13.9% APR
Financing*

Waiver up to
July 1, 1982*

If you buy now you can take
We can offer some special waiver
advantage gf a broad range of
programs from Massey where you'
financing options including Massey s
would pay no finance charged until
special Beat the Prime with 139 {
—nert.year — even as late as July
Annual Percentage Rate financing
1982 it you choose this option
two years You won't find inflation
protection like this lust anywhere
See us for lull details — because
See us for all the details
we can Make-A-Deal to ht your
needs You II harvest the savings
so don t wad These offers end
October 31 1961
,
Mammy Ferguson

for

.ME

Now more than ever.
Massey.makes sense.

•

SAVINGS AN!)LOAN ASSOCIATION

•

•

LEN• DER

1201 Main, Murray,Ky.
759-1630
Nowa,Office 1401 l000duay
Paducah, Ilantacky
Phone 4424171

6

•

StokesTractor
& Implement Co.

Industrial Rd.

7531319

Murray, Ky.

Tormia, kioliert7, 1,41
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Your Individual

Impact Of Budget Cuts Is Topic

Women's Groups To Meet
FRANKFORT, Ky.
- Women from
organizations across
Kentucky and from
Commissions on
Women in six
southeastern states
will meet in Lexington
Nov. 4 and 5 for a conference geared to
discovering solutions
to the impact of the
federal budget cuts.
Called "Survival
Strategies: ANew
Agenda for 'Fighting
Back," the conference
is a regional meeting
of women's commissions from Alabama,
Florida, Kentucky,
North Carolina, South
Caroline and Tennessee. The conference is also open to
the public, according
to Jessica Schikler, ex-

ecutive director of the
Kentucky Commission
on Women.
"We have invited
state officials, key
community and
government leaders,
representatives from
women's organizations and human need
groups as well as concerned individuals to
attend," she said. The
Kentucky Commission
on Women is cosponsoring the conference with the
southeastern regional
office of the Women's
Bureau, a division of
the U.S. Department
of Labor.
Schikler said the
conference is slated at
a particularly critical
time."We are just now
beginning to feel the

effects of the federal
budget cuts which will
have a serious impact
on women and their
children," she said.
"We hope the conference will provide
forum for not only
communicition
betwee,n the
southeastern commissions but for an exchange of ideas and information among concerned Kentuckians as
well."
The conference at
the Carnahan
House,Newtown Pike,
includes wocitshops,
speakers and panel
discussions on the current status of affirmative action, day
care for children of
working women,
caucuses for domestic
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violence centers
throughout the state,
and techniques and
ideas for successful
fund-raising.
Barbara Smith,
executive assistant of
the Kentucky Commission on Women, said
nationally known
speakers will be on the
agenda including
Delores Crockett,
regional director of the
Women's Bureau in
Atlanta; Beverly Propes, a business and
child care consultant
from Minnesota, and
Joyce Yu, director of
the Ms. Foundation,
New York.
The conference runs
from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Wednesday and
from 9 a.m. to noon on
Thursday. Cost is $10
and includes lunch on
Wednesday and an information packet.
"We also have a
limited number of paid
scholarships for the
conference which were
donated by one of
our commission
members," Schikler
said. Persons interested in the scholarships or in registration
should write Kentucky
Commission on
Women, 614A Shelby
St., Frankfort, Ky.
40601, or call (502) 5646643 before Oct.30.

Herren
Named
To Board
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Gov.John Y.
Brown Jr. Monday
named the Rev.
Donald Herren of Lexington to the state
Board of Education.
Herren replaces
former Gov. Bert
Combs, who resigned
to accept a position on
the Council on Higher
Education.
Herren will represent the state at large
and will serve the
remainder of the unexpired term which.ends
June 30,1984.

REALLY? WOW!DOES
HE KNOW IT'S WORTH
TWENN-FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS?!

ilbroscope
Rams brake
FOR WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 26,1911
Be sure to respect the conLEO
WhatkW of day will tomorfidences of others.
(July 23to Aug.22).
row be? To find out what the
CAPRICORN
Visits with relatives are instars say, read the forecast
(Dec.22toJan.19) WO
dicated. Family talks about
given for your birth Sign.
Meetings with others are
routine matters go as planned.
business-oriented. Expect
Youleellike making plans for
ARIES
some modest financial gains.
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) 4r4r4
a weekend jaunt.
Be sure to keep in touch-with
Work together towards the
VIRGO
new acquaintances.
realization of common goals. (Aug.72to Sept.72)
AQUARIUS
Minor financial transactions
Do those little things that will
(Jan.20toFeb.18)
are favored. You consider
insure the success of a large
Check out the legal
buying a gift for a relative. At
venture.
ramifications of pending
tend to corrypondence and
TAURUS
business deals. You'll receive
(April 20 to May 20) /6467 pay off old bills.
helpful advice now. You may
LMRA
Be willing to accept the help
plan a business trip.
of others. Clear up small (Sept. ntooct.n)
PISCES
You may alter your spenhealth complaints. The dailY
(Feb.19to Mar.20) X
ding habits slightly. It's a good
routine takes precedence over
Get the advice of experts
time to initiate needed
other mattes.
investments and other
about
dispose
of
unand
to
budgets
GEMINI
financial matters. Fill out
9
1- wanted possessions.
(May 21 to June 20) 11$1
credit forms. Catch up on
SCORPIO
Attend to children's needs.
needed paper work.
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Balance work and play for a
YOU BORN TODAY are
slow-moving
Though it's a
happy day. Talks with copractical, but work best when
day,you'll have time to reflect
workers bring useful informayou are inspired. Though
on recent developments. Clear
tion or advice.
you'll have success in
thinking will bring important
CANCER
business, you're more inclined
4:1
insights.
new
(June 21 to July 22) 0
,0440 to the professions. Your fine
'Nothing out of the ordinary, SAGTITARIUS
intellect draws you to,writing,
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
but you'll have fun at familiar
teaching, lecturing, law,
You'll enjoy the company of
haunts. Families may dine
medicine and scientific
Research
friends.
select
favorite
together at a
a few
research.
and private study are favored.
restaurant.
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THE ACES IRA G. CORN,JR.
"There is nobody who is
dangerous
for
not
someone." - Marquise de
Sevigne.
Declarer took great pains
to dodge danger in his play
of today's _clouded .game.,_
Urijuckily for him, he saw
the wrong dangers and a
more straightforward play
would have found success.
West started with the
spade ace and king, hoping
to find a quick entry with
East for a third round spade
ruff. A diamond was led at
trick three which declarer
won with his jack. Afraid of
an impending spade ruff,
declarer unwisely decided
to get as Many trumps
played in as little time as
possible. Without any further thought,. he banged
• down the ace and another
trump and his game was
gone. East won the king, led
a third spade and West's
trump 10 took the setting
trick.
Declarer actually thought
that his play was a safety
play designed to surrender a

WEST
EAST
•AK
40.1 6 5 4
1042
K9
•8 6 3
•5 2
4.19843
4Q7652
SOUTH
483
V A 8 76

'

,IS, Unried Feature Syndicale, Inc_

COME OVER,
SLUGG40
GOING TO KNIT
YOU A
SWEATER
OH,
BOY
(\.

BUT WE
WAS SO

RUDE

t1

111411 UMW Failure Synclecals Inc

8 Model Dawn2' by 55' For Sale.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

ALL I SAID WAS,‘1001<,

BLISTER, YOU'RE NOT THE
ONLY GUY IN CAMP VVI-10
CAN
REPAIR A
TYPEWRITER."

Vulnerable: Both.
South. The bidding:
South West
North
1 NT - Pass
24
Pass .AV

DOESN'T IT BUG YOU WHEN
PEOPLE DONT TAKE
A FIRM STAND
ON THINGS?

WELL,YES
AND NO

South holds:

UH.,(SMACK)LOOKS'1150 AND 20. YET YOU -.
DELICIOUS. GOOROO,
I ARE TERRIFIED OF WHAT
NW PERSONAL GUARDS I YOU C.ALL "OWE IVAN OR
NUMBER 50;HOW MANY i SOMETHING"?
-CUTTHROATS
IN YOUR

10-27-81-B

di8 3
A 876
•K J 109
•AK10
South
?

North
14

ANSWER: Two diamonds.
Two no trump is a close second choice, but do not bid
two hearts over one spade
with only a four card suit.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed; stamped envelope
for reply.

2 NOTICE

6 HELP WANTED

FOR
SALE

Hostess-needed to run
Craft house parties. For
details call 753-4895. •

1972 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, new tires.
$495.00

$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box G84, Wakefield,
Mass.01880.

Gold &
Silver
-Pawn
Shop
Olympic Mao
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

Receptionist full time
position with service
- --oriented- tocat-business- -Send resume, salary requirement and recent
photo to P.O. Box 1040A. ,

•Complete line of stock s
and custom built•
•frames.

z
XR75 Hondo in
good condition
for sale. Coll
753-3403.

Bible Call
"Irritated" - 7594444; Children's
Bible Story - 7594445.

r

East
Pass
MI
Pass

Bid with Corn.

SPECIAL

,UCX2'

Dealer:

Opening lead: Spade ace

Atetention Trick or
is Corter Studio
Treaters Ice Cream* •300 Main
753-8298•
Cones 1890's Ice Cream
Parlor Halloween Night
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut.-

ID -27

I COULDN'T GET A
STRAIGHT ANSWER
OUT OF Mg DITHERS
ALL DAY

Vinyl "Wallpaper Close
Out" Prepasted Values to
$13.99 single roll - 2000
rolls, $1.99 single roll
while it lasts Sherwin
•
Williams Co.

WM10 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.

if

•K J 109
•A K 10

MilElg;1
2. NOTICE

/0- 27

YOU SI-401../LDN

NORTH
10-27-81-A
•Q 10 9 7 2
11,Q J 5 3
•AQ74

MONEY DOESN'T MEAN
THAT MUCH TOME...

;
1;;Aula
.

LET PEOPLE GET
TO YO4U LIKE
THAT

trick unnecessarily as ,a
guard against losing the
contract. In reality, it was
an "unsafety play" - a play
that could win only if West
held an unlikely'strong
trump holding.
To. _rykaic, g, the ,game,,
declarer should win West's
diamond shift in dummy
and push dummy's trump
queen through East. Had the
finesse lost to West, he could
not give himself a spade
ruff and the contract would
be safe against any reasonable breaks.
Declarer was a bit
unlucky to find the actual
layout, but he made most of
that luck for himself.

16" 14 KT Serpentine
Chains kg. ;36.00
Now ;12.95. 11" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
leg. $40.00. Now
$16.95. Fleeting'
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.AS New43.15.
GOLD 4 SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olrerk rim
753.7113
Opei9
ts 9 p.n. Dully, 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sunday.

NOTICE
A York Rite Festival is being held on
Saturday, Oct. 31 at the Murray Masonic
21y N. And
Robertsonn dwY l11 ork
SiVI4 -cted
Masons are urged to attend.
• All the degrees of the York kite will be
conferred. Work will begin at 8:00 a.m.
coffee and doriuts til 8:30, lunch at 12:00

I

noon
Any Master Mason desiring to receive
the degrees may pick Up o petition at the
door or by calling the sectetary at 7539790.

8 STORAGE BUILDING
All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.
,SI TUA.T I ON•ITE,g
I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
before 2:30.753-5484.
Would like job house
cleaning. Honest, depen
dable, have references.
759-1255.
Reliable babysitter will
baby sit for infants to twO
years, day or night. Have
references. Phone 3538400. .
Shopping -working
mothers. Daycare,-Satur
days - weekday after
noons and evenings:: Pre--.
school children - toddlers.
753-618d. -

10. BUSINE'SS'
OPPORTUNITY
Established business for
sale. Excellent location.
For further information
call 753-8738.

Ter.d.‘.oriuyor,27, poi

&

.

1' tt;11-IS'VHF MI
•

32 APTS FOR RENT

24 MISCELLANEOUS
41"1„V.X.,..
.
Want to buy standing
timber cash or percen
tage J L McKnight 753
7528
5 ARTICLES FOR SALE

Nice one bedroom apart
ment near university par
tial utilities furnished 753
)949

Knuckle Boom log loader .
Disc powered. Will trade.
will finance locally. Need
lumber. 759-1739.

Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets. lacketS..
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dix`ieland Center. 759-9633. '
•
COLLECTOR'S PRINT
- Maynard Reece Dark
Sky Mallards (1976) 85'
950 numbered and signed
mint condition. Half price
of current market vaiue.
759 9457

WOOD HEATERS.
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron
grates and doors, lift oft
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

1973 Pinto good condition
also dinnette set,
showcase. Call 759-4620.

Wheat straw 75 cents call
la HOME FURN1SHINGSafter 5 p.m. 489-2387 or
489 2298.
broyhill sofa $300.00 and
chester drawer $90.00 one
Firewood $25.00 rick
year old. Call 759-1831.
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436 2744.
GE Washer, gas range,
apartment size with tank,
Firewood for sale 753 3523
vacuum c-leaner,.
or 753-0281.
canister, living room
chairs, one green, one
Custom made rifle case,
gold, two fireplace sets.
slings, leather clothing.
Call 436-2336 after 6 p.m.
Murray Leather Shop,
19 FARM EQUIPMENT Dixiel; Id Center. 7599633.
1979 20 ft., B&B gooseneck
Custom made leather
-trailer with two 7500 lb.
jackets, trousers, hats.
axles, wooden sides, tarp
Minor shoe repair. Murand loading ramps. Ex
ray Leather Shop, Dixcellent condition. 435
ieland Center. 759-9633.
4597.
Model ,72 pull type AC
Combine excellent condition. Super M Farmall •
with or without two row
New Idea Corn picker.
753-9702 after 6 p.m.
22 MUSICAL

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUX
So your chill
wants to take
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

CLAYTONS
753-7575
Guild guitar p S-35 Elton
da Box fine grain sound
board and case $3S0.00.
Call,167-4254.
SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano.
Can be seen locally.
Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, Carlyle, Illinois
62231.
23 EXTERMINATING

26. TV RADIO

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take upper:$*0.2..

•

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES
12x65 1973 mobile home
three bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra nice. Call
759-1987.
1971 Holly Park 12x65
with pullout, gas heat and
central air $8,000.00. Call
after 6 p.m. 753-9702.
Late model 12x56 sharp.
200 amp code pole, two
concrete steps, washer
two bedrooms, one bath,
two air conditioners, tie
down straps, completely
furnished with tv and
antenna. This is a nice
complete home $5500.00
firm. Clint Colson 7531682, 489 2888.
12x60 mobile home two
bedrooms, bath, front kit
chen, living room. Two
new air conditioners, new
carpet, extra closet
space. Call after 5 p.m.
759-1293.
1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom furnished. Gas, central air.
and heat. Excellent conaition. Call " 753-3142 and
after 5 p.m. call 753-8854.
Trailer for sale partially
furnished. 437-4125.

Kelley's Termit
!test Control
•%•••• 751 1414

21 MISCELLANEOUS
Fisher wood stove and
pipes used only one
.
winter. Call 7539500.
-fiWo car seats, stroller
walker, bassinet, swing,
playpen and mattress.
Call 753-8560.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.49. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
Firewood
Order now and burn'
seasoned wood this winter
436- 2758.

•

CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30"
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
:.
installation kit, 6",$29.99.
8", $42.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
•••••11111•MI.

Wood for sale $25.03 a
rick. Call 489 2101 or 489
223).
New three stack Raywall
240-4000 electric heater
$45.00, Hendry bird cage
with stand. $25.00 Call 7534519.

12x64 three bedroom 1 1/2
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call after 5 p.m. 753-4469.
Two bedrooms with central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753-5209.
28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

Vacuum cleaners Kirby,
Electrolux, Filter Queen,
Rainbow with al/ .at
tachments, all good as
new $129.00,.. Call P4ris
-4E+6424473
KERO-SUN heaters
Moonlighter, $154.99
Radiant 8, $162:99
Radiant 10, $209.99
Radiant' 36, $212.99
Omini 85, $21.8.99 ,
Director, $251.99. Wallin
Hardie.,,rc, Paris, Tenn.

153-189.
•
I illi

PROPINTY NAANAGIMIN

Two houses near
university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
P.m.
Four bedroom house fur
nished one bath, living
room, dining room, kit
chen, gas heal S. 14th St.
Call 753-8250 after 4 p.m.
Three bedroom furnished
or unfurnished, new fur
-niture, newly re
decorated on shady lot,
garden space. Outside the
city. 753-5209, 753-2876.

Well'insulated, re
decorated house, five
rooms, bath, utility room.
Large kitchen, stove,
built in cabinets. City
water. Available im
mediately. Near Murray.
$150.00. References
Deposit. Couple. No pets
753-7551. .

MEal
Worshooso
Storage Spots
For Root
733-47311
32. APTS. FOR RENT

Nov twin
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2 1 3 Nemo oils from
S165.00 St at No
flapped mit Newly co
01E10 costal last sad
week, kitting appliasces.
011ice.Norn Nom.-Fri. 9*
1240.11444.

43 RPAL ESTATE

STATELY
OLDER
RESIDENCE
2 Story brick
residence on large
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near
wooded main
downtown Murray. 753
street lot. Upstairs
4109, 436-2844.
consists of 2 large
Newly decorated one
modern apartbedroom apartment
ments and 1st floor
$175.00 per month. Call
is main residence.
Spann Realty Associates
New central gas
753-7724.
heating system,.
Two bedroom apartment.
for rent, range, over4
new 25 year roof,
refrigevtor, dishwasher, • and home basbeen
-disrrost,-; waSher rand'restored to an exdryer hookup; air.'carpet.
cellent state of
N-o pets. One 'year lease
repair. Very atand $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
tractive
753-2622 or 753 3865. .
assumable loan is
available. Phone
Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
753-1222, Kopperud
furnished or unfurnished. . Realty.
Adults only, no pets.
PRICE
Lease and deposit reREDUCED $10,000
quired. Call 753-9208 after
4 p.m.
4000 square feet insulated metal
34 HOUSES FOR RENT
building on 1 12
acre's, located on
House for rent Taylor
busy highway 4
Store community. Call
753 8375 'between 5 p.m.
miles from Murand 6 p.m.
ray. priced below
replacement cost
FOR RENT
$50's. Railroad ac3 BR,2 lths,2 miles
cess in back of proout.
eperty. Additional
Ve.'y nice garage
adjoining 2 acres
apt.. with stove &
are available.
refrigerator fur
nished.
Price reduced.
10x57 Mobile Home,
$10,000 to upper
furnished $120.00 per
$50's. Phone 753month.
1222. Kopperud
12 x 60 Mobile Home,
Realty.
furnished.
2 BR, includes
washer & dryer.
SUPER ASSUMP-

Small two be ctjao m
trailer. Alrrio area 7533320.

BUSINESS RENTALS

Garage Sale Oct. 24 31
New Concord onto 444 to
Blood River Church and
turn left at second sign
and its house at bottom of
hill.

Apts. for rent.extra nice
Unfurnished two bedroom
carpeted, central heat
and air, separate utility
room. Lease, and deposit
required, references re
(wired. No pets, no college students. Available
Nov. 1,7591750.

House in Murray also
small house $75.00. Call
753-5750.

For rent: nice two
bedroom trailer, near
Murray. No pets! 4892611.

41 PUBLIC SALE

One bedroom furnished
apartment next to
fairgrounds op 121 North
753-3135ror 753-3344.

RI,

Two bedroom brick eight
miles southeast of Mur
ray. Married couples on
ly. References and
deposit 492-8594.
Two bedroomtottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.
37 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
Registered Polled
Herefoed bull victor 212
breeding. Best offer 436.
2676.

TIONS! Yes you con!
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, cirri ir. many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the 6uyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods will became
increasingly popular in
the next decade As
overage home prices
and prime mortgage interest rotes increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve ode or
more ratirnotive4'nom
me
Prig
methods
thods th'ot ore
benefioiol to both the
buyer and seller of property. . . methods
available to you

LORETTA JOBS, REALTORS
,2•00 SyciP•wxe
5.entucuy 42:7'

502) 753t144.'

Lake Propertir
We would like to show you
homes you can afford.
Completely remodeled
retreat winterized only
515,903.00.
Brand new well built
modern home with lots of
extras $27,500.00.
Mobile home at
Shamrock Resort
$11,900.00.
Larger home with dock
permit $27,800,00.
1150 sq. ft. home with 8
lots $18,800.00.
We have what you've
been looking for and can
afford in today's market
Call us today Spann Real
ty Assoc. 753 7724.

•

Swat Ky.

14121739-0/11.'
tool Nosin OrriporA
Small unfurnished 'to
'bedroom apartment
near campus. Stove,
refrigerator, water pro
vided $105.00 a month 489
2244.

Home for sate by owner,
130S Oak De.. emotionl
condition, immediate
_possession. '-three
bedroom brick over 1100
sq ft living area Fully
carpeted Phone Paducah
before S 00 p rn. 534 4111
or after 5.00 p.m. .S54
7580 Ask for Ken Adams

Six month old Otacct
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears.
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 75.36527.

Newly redecorated one
bedroom apartment fur
fished or unfurnished.
Near hospital and
downtown. Call 759-4756.

Mobile home for rent and
lots. Riviera Courts office
hours 8-5 753-3280.

•

. Pontiac LeMans V-6,
1980
power steering, power
brakes, air, rear window
defroster, approximately
33,000 miles. Alssi old pie
safe .with metal doors
dated 1888. Call 7537310.

Furnished aparthten4S.
efficiency, one or two
bedroom. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th. 753 6609.

43. REAL ES1A

COMPLETE INVENTORY OF BUCK STOVES AND
RELATED PROGLICTS. Lowest prices in State of
Kentucky. SAVE SO
to 80°. ON THIS YEAR'S
HEATING BUS,
Contact Calloway County Agent Steve
Combs 753-4718 after 4 -00 p.m. i may be
seen at BUCK Stoves on Cadiz Hwy. 68. (Next
to Red Ace), Cadiz, Kentucky.
Coll Codiz 1 522-6891

310 Yr:,
, soon TRUCKS Alsvivic€ SOFFERED

e46 HOMES FOR SALE

Now taking_ deposits tor
rum .Registered Labor
don Retreiver pups, solid
black. Call 753191$ dur
ing business hours

Furnished efficiency
apartment one block from
MSU $100.00 per month
call 759453$

Remodeled one bedroom
Partially furnished with
carport north of Murray
Phone 753 5410

Firewood $25.00 a rick
delivered. Call 436-2744

38 PETS SUPPL1
. utt stock German snip
turd puppies eight weeks
old Call t.17 :192 after 3
p.m.

311E"

LAKE HOME
Dreamed of a
home on the lake,
but thought you
couldn't afford it?
Well, now you can.
This like new, 4
BR.,2 bath,2story
home can easily be
yours because it
has two complete
S eparate
housekeeping apts
whereas you can
live in one and rent
the othewr. This
home is located only a few steps from
the water edge of
Ky. Lake on a tree
shaded lot in
beautiful
Panorama Shores.
Offered in the 40's
thru Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
St.

OVF...RWOKINcOODED

HILLSIDE
Economic family
living in this
wooden contemporary home and
lit acres located
in a lovely setting
at the edge of Murray. Many unique
unusual features
including 40x12
Redwood deck,
40x12- uncrete
patio, fireplaces in
living room and
family room, pella
thermopane windows, and much
much more. Price
just reduced.$70's.
Phone 753-1222,
OKopperud Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple Listin GG Setuirp

19111 Ford Sch001 bus cab
and chaigs. 36' wood bed
Does run $350 00 Call 753
tP02 after 60 m
KT/ Chevy Sifverado ex
cellent condition 43 000
miles $3700 00 Call 740
2738

must sell house in Canter
bury Priced to sell call
753 0738
New 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
built in appliances Must
sell $30.000 Call 409 3670

1981 Chevrolet pickup
Call 753 6087 atter Sp m
51 CAMPERS
10 I? camper with air
tendon wheels $215000
Call 753 1432 atter Sp m

47
9 7 5 3 5 0 Honda
1975
combination road and
trail bike Excellent
condition Call 437774-4
1981 Yamaha MX100 also
DT 125 exceitent condi
tion 1450 00 Call 753 63117 -

52 BOATS & MOTORS

Yamaha 125 3 wheeler
Cali 753 QV atter p m

Boat motor and
1972
trailer
-model Checkmate
15 ft 1979 model
Mercury 130 hp
with power trim
1972 model Parrs
Trailer
Con be seen at
Murray Sport
Marine, weekday
85 Sealed bids to
Shelter Insurance

For Solo
1978 Yamaha Y Z80 ex
cellent shape $375 00 753
3648 after 6 p m
•

49 USED CAWS

1967 Plymouth station
wagon if interested call
753 7694
1977 Ford Granada V 8,
40,000 miles. one owner
53,000.00. 753 0806 after I
p.m.
1978 Mustang Ghia runs
god $3675 00 759 1915

extra nice new cyprus
wood house. Three
bedroom, two bath,
garage, ready to move in•
to. Assume contract at 13
percent small down payment. 10 miles north of
Murray on 121. Phone 4892715.
Brick house two years
old, three bedroom, two
bath, formal dining room,
large den, two car
garage, concrete drive
and large patio. House
has many extras. Owner
will consider financing at
12 percent interest. See at
1809 Wiswell Rd. or call
753 0839 or 436-1935.
Small three room house
with bath. Call 753-6632 or
7594617.

FOR
SALE
$25,500 will buy you
over 1,200 sq ft. of living spoce 3 improved
lots, 50 ii 145, well insulated 2. bedroom_
fiarrie hdme Enjoy
.11,0.ntry living with only
-20/tiinute drive southof Murray (Jed- 5
minutes to the. lake
Coll owner after 5.00.
p rri 436 5849
Two bedroom house two
blocks from court square.
Gas heat, washer dryer
connections. 362 8063,

Keith W Curd,
P 0 Box 823 Murray, Ky We reserve
the.right to reject
on nod P-Itigiols:-

63 GMC Van conversion
Fiiiiy customized with
refrigerator; sink, stereo,
couch !converts .nip
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and coo
tains chaos 13.090 miles
Reply to 753,5014
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aturnourn trim
for brick houses Jack
•
Glover 7),1 1673
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning vacuum ciean
ed from your driveway
Industrial residerifiat
corn merc ill. 24 hour sec
vice Call 753 5933
- ---K & K Stump •Rornovat
Do you need stumps
removed from yOUr 'yard
or land cleared of
stumps? W. call remove
stumps up to 24" below
file ground. leaving 'Only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
)cerrip Jr 4.15 4119
Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engirsed
trucks All work done
guaranteed Call 431 4516
Leal Removal
Let T &
O L ands( aping
Lawn
Maintenance take care qt
this troublesome took
quickly and efficiently
Free esiirnates 759 1911

1970 LTD Ford new tires,
new seat covers, local
k-Of-, no rust at--)weitont
condition, priced
.reasonable 753 5307
53 S_ERVICESOFFER.ED
Nos
_
San1rny Tidweil painting
contractor Experienced
1973 Toyota Mork"
interior and exterior pain
1 1
ling Free estimates Call
Wagon
753 4686 or 753 0487
Chevrolet Stretch
Custom horse shoein0
Van Pickup- bed
Experienced in all types
trailer with
of shoeing Plain, correc fiberglass cover
live, padding, toe
Troll sea
weights, etc Call 767 2841
or 753 6882
troilorable house

FOR SALE

boat. 12 -ft
fiberglass brre 14
fL,. Ouachita with
16 HP Johnson and
trailer 1981 AMC
Spirit, running gear
100 percent ok
Body damaged,
best offer. Must'
sell. Saturday Oct
24. Call 436-2146
for directions.

GOVER.NMENT
SURPLUS CARS AND
NOW
45 FARMS FOR SALE. TRUCKS through
AVAILABLE
oovernment sales, under
40 acre farm, half mile from
$300 Call 1 714 5690241
town on 94 East six tenths oil
for your airec tory on now
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
to purchase Open 24
tendable, 17 timber. For more
hours
information call Purdom
nurman Real Estate: 733.
1979 Chevette Scooter
4451; Susy Wells, 753 1585 00
AM0FM cassette, 11000
Veneva Gjjes, 753-6557.
miles, excellent condi
tion. transferring
overseas. Call 436 2131
Secluded farm stead. 60
can show in town
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco base'
Tobacco barn to ac
Sell or trade 1975
commodate 3600 sticks, b
Plymouth Fury four door
stall stock barns, sulpher
1301 Chestnut St 753 3134
springs and good well.
Large well N constructed
1979 Toyota 4 speed AM
older farm 'house.
FM 26,00. Excellent con
right to be remodeled into
dition 40 mpg. Call after
a beautiful home. Large
5:00 753 7419
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on se
1971 Ford Mavrick six •
cond floor. Two cylinder automatic
fireplaces, plus electric 1450.00. Call after 4 p.m.
-hear.-targe KiTch#-n, 11x20- 471 2381.
sun room. Alt this tor only
$35,000.00. Call Spann
1977 Olds Delta, 2
Realty Assoc. for details
door, locally owned
753-7724.
46 HOMES FOR SALE

1976 GMC Midas molar
home 22 ft long, excellent
condition. Sleeps six,
$900000 Cali 241 4170
after 10 o m

Aft your plumbing and air
conditioning mods Also
do carpentry. suoneues,
roofing and Can( rel. All
work done to satisfaction
fi3 Wfl

PURDOMS
OLOSIMMILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1 406 W

753 5315

1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Broughm diesel 17,000
miles. Absolutely like
new 435 4579
50 USEDTRUCKS
Toyota pickup 16,000
miles FM AM AC AT
$5700.00. Will consider
trade. 753-0077 before 4
p.m., 7516869 evenings
JEEPS, CARS,PICKUPS
from $35. Available at
local Gov't Auctions. For
Directory call Surplus
Data Center 415 330 7800.1975 Chevrolet Cheyenne
truck 350 motor, power
steering and brakes Call
7537314.
1977 Chevette ki
truck. Call 733 3615.

ton

ifL(0`/Kijj
rtird1200 dO also 1972 bed
slaw. Mt nasty, -759-1739
1973 International farm
.truck 14 ft flat bea price
$2850.00. Call 751 -11961
1966 Dodge school but Cab
and chasis no bed no
motor $100.00. Call aftee6
p.m 753-9702

Aluminum Service
aluminum aod
siding, custom
work References
Will Ed Bailey,
0689

1

Co
vinyr
trim
Call
153

ROOFING

Senies i Seigle'
'forearm All "perk
11geereateed. Free
Estimenes. Call 759 1159
ay 75345111 .
_
Dill Electric answer <Air
vice calls on plumbing
and electric 753 9104.
after 5 00 435 473/

-1--- -*EU,
DRILUNG

1.,

We specialise in
never rust Plastic
Wells. Install watev
line and water
supply systems.
ROYSTER
& MCA LP1t4
WELL DRILUNG
901-364-3476
Cum rite anii blocky and
brick Basements, drive
ways. sidewalks and
storm cellars- 10 years
experience and free
estimates 153 5416
Concrete and 'blocks And
Basements
bt
•Ii. I
drivewilrys, sidewalks and
storm cellars 20 years
experience and tree
estimates 153 5476
F-1-0or -Sanding &
finishing 354 6121
Prolessional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides
Commercial or
residential Call Tremor)
f arris_759 1987
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases
music centers, etc
Reasonable 136 2566

Roy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars It its wood *O(k
ingcall 753 4124
P & D Law
-n Service Mow
mg, small tree and hedge
Free
trimming
Estimates 436 7991
Custom combining and
bush hogging Phone
David Madding 345
b&L Painting Large
Small Jobs Experienced
painters reasonable
prices Call now for free
estimate. 753 1901
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shap
ing, complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
"fessional tree care 753•
8536.
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
- Insulation
window and door, under ,
pinning„ tie down,
coolseal, Patio and porch.
Free estimates. NO JOB
TO SMALL 753 6973
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
15 years ex
perience Cartientry, con
crete, plumbing, rotfing,
sliding NO JOB TO
SMALL_ Free estimates
Days 474 2159, nights 414
2276.
, '

Johnson's
-,Electric Corn
merctal and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 153 1703
'Fence sales at Sears now,
Call Sears 753 2310 for
tree estimate for your
nerdg.
Insulation blown in by
Sears. Save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate
_
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
e t ates
Sears -For
call 753 2310
APPLI N'CE SERVICE
KENMORE.
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE
20
years experience, Bobby
+10PPer, Bob's Appliance
Service 203 S. 5th St. 753
4872 or 753 811116.
Guttering by Sears Sears
continuous gutters install
ed per your specifica •
tions. Call Sears 753 7310
for free estimate
MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning,
roof's sealed, patio, awn
ings, and house type roofs
for mobile homes. 753
1873. Jack Glover
Carpet Cleaning C teal
odor free carpet, lest
longer and smells better
For free estimates .call
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning,
753 9826 Experienced and
reliable
.For your lime hauling and
lime spreading white
rock, gravel, sand, coal
hauling call 753 4545 or
see Rodger. Hudson
located 10 miles east on
Hwy 94

Appliance Service Give
uS a call we repairem all.
Dryers; washers,
refrigerators, stoves and
freezers 759 1322
Boyi Carpenter Shop.
Custom cabinets, wood
working,furniture repair,
forMica, replace wood in
old cars. 11 its wood work
ing call 753 4124. .

-Dill Electric answer ser
vice cans en plumbing
and electrfc- 763 110*,
after 5.00 435 1142

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and still saws.
(all 753 4656

Carpenter work 30 years
experience also flue lay
ing Call 436 2253

I

J&H General Contraoktor
roofing. painting, hauling
and etc 15 years ex
perience Phone night or
day 414 8008 or 474 0012.

l',114. 16 .1111.111 RI( 11 .1P.‘,..1.1.11N.F.11 et

Obituaries
Trotter Rites
In Chapel

I !my,

ihrtolicr 27. 19111

MSU Awarded Two Of Five Science Grants

Murray State
Made through the magnetic resonance
University has been
NSF's Instructional spectroscopy. The pro7
Scientific Equipment ject director is Dr. Services for Mrs. awarded two of the
Robert (Eulenda five National Seience Program, the grants Oliver Muscio Jr.,
Jean) Trotter, Rt. 7, Foundation ( NSF ) are:
assistant professor.
Murray, Johnny grants to colleges and
'$7,647 to the
•816,985 to the Department of
Robertson Road, will universities in Kenbe Thursday at 2 p.m. tucky for fiscal 1982 to _Department of Mathematics for
in the chapel of Max acquire instructional Chemistry for a piece equipment to develop
of equipment to im- a statistics laboratory
Churchill Funeral scientific equipment
prove undergraduate and instructional
Home. Burial will for undergraduate
instruction in nuclear modules. The project
follow in Murray science education.
Memorial Gardens.
The Murray woman,
50, died Monday at 4.
p.m. in the Intensive
Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County
By JOHN SALERNO
the Staff-Industry Ex- gram helps vocational
Hospital.
Staff Writer
change Program, a instructors, it is supShe is survived by
Four faculty service operated and posed to benefit, the
her husband, Robert
members of the Mur- funded by the state.
businesses in the long
Trotter; her mother, ray Vocational Center
The program, which run by supplying them
Gaynelle Herndon, 323 spent some time this
has involved almost with qualified
Irvan; a daughter, summer working in
2000 administrators employees.
Judy Croft, area businesses in an
since it began in 1974,
Darden, who has
Hopkinsville; three effort to gain
recently enabled in- been a marketing and
brothers, Howard
knowledge and ex- structors Don Darden,
Eunice Herndon, 318 perience to pass on to Harold Grogan, distributive education
'man, Wendell Hern- their students in the Donald Rowlett and teacher at the Center
for four years, utilized
don, 608 South Ninth
classroom.
Jack Ward to learn his time in the exStreet, and Anton
The opportunity to , some new methods
Herndon, Rt. 4, Mur- learn up-to-date which might help their change program by
ray; two grand
: techniques in their students land a job working at Big John's
grocery store and
children, Timothy and
respective disciplines after graduation.
Hardee's restaurant.
Tamara Joiner.
was made possible by
Although the pro-

troductory hands-on microcomputer
laboratory experience systems in laboratory
with the NMR instru- situations," Robertson
As for its practical ment in organic said he knows of no
application, he cited chemistry and then system like it -in kenIts capability for basic continue working with tucky.
research in such areas it in more advanced
The NSF awarded a
as identifying drugs courses and research total of about $3
and components of projects. Muscio said
million in grants to
the new equipment is schools across the
synthetic fuels.
Undergraduate expected to arrive on country for 1982for the
students will get in- campus about the first instructional
of the year.
Scientific Equipment
He added that it will Program, which is
supplement a less- designed to
strengthen
sophisticated in- classroom, laboratory
strument that has been and field work exused for instruction Before coming to Mur- carpenter and and research and will perience for
ray, he taught at bricklayer for 25 have twice the resolvL undergraduate
Paducah Community years, worked at the ing ability with one- students by exposing
them to up-to-date
College and also serv- lumber yard to learn fifth the sample.
laboratory instrumened six years as a of new products and
Working with
salesman with the R. techniques on the Muscio to prepare the tation and current
educational
J. Reynolds Tobacco market.
grant proposal for the technology.
In an effort to get upCompany.
project were two other
The Murray Lumber to-date methods of assistant professors,
Company also par- working on late model Dr. David Allen Owen
ticipated in the pro- domestic and im- and Dr. Fred S. Senfgram, by employing ported cars, auto tleber.
carpentry teacher mechanic teacher
The grant for the
Grogan for a week last Rowlett worked at project headed by
Cain's AMC-Jeep, Robertson is one of onsummer.
Grogan, who was a Renault, Inc. Besides ly six in mathematics
self-employed actually working on in the entire country
the, vehicles, Rowlett awarded by the NSF
learned of new through the program.
technology by studyAimed at statistics
CELLAR DRAINER
ing films and and mathematics
schematic diagrams.
modeling dourses, the
Protect yourself
The vocational in- project will consist of
against cellar
structor's experience several small comfloodong with a
low cost STA RITE
includes work at the
puters hooked into a
Cellar Drainer
Complete Auto Repair very large memory
Installed in the
Center and Dwain
cellar sump it
unit, giving students
Taylor.
automatically
benefit
of
hands-on
the
dfains away
Ward, an appliance experience in the
repair teacher at the laboratory.
seepage and
vocational center, pardampness
atfords ecu.
Robertson said the
ticipated in the ex-, project will include the
nornocal insurance against
heavy spring -flooding Easily
change program for
development of ininstalled in the sump this
two weeks. He spent structional modules
drainer pumps up tch 3600
one week at the Quali- and the way they will
gallons of water per hour
ty Service Company
Sold and Sinned by
be used in the
Harold Grogan (right), carpentry teacher and Steele Allbritten to
laboratory to handle
at the Murray Area Vocational Center for the
both gain knowledge of
Murray
past nine years, participated in the Staff Ex- the latest statistical -data in
Supply co.
change program this summer by working at technological large amounts.
•
208 Moen .
753-3361
Murray Lumber Company for one week. developments in cenCalling it "much
Grogan's goals were to become tral heating and cool- more sophisticated
knowledgeable of the new products and
ing units and electrici- than the usual
changes now on the market. With Grogan is Al ty and house wiring.
Liake, Murray Lumber.
ChBefore coming to the
vocational center,
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
Ward owned and
FEELING WITH GENUINE
operata the Murray
Service Company and
M PARTS
the Hut Restaurant.
director is Dr. Harold
Robertson,professor.
Known as an NMR
instrument, the equipment to be used in the
instruction of
chemistry is called '
by Muscio "an essential tool" for organic
chemistry. It is used to
identify hydrogencontaining compunds

and to determine the
amounts of corn-

Vocational Faculty Helps Businesses

West Rites
AreThursday

Services for Pearl
West,88, will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral
Home with the Rev.
Billy Turner officiating. Burial will
follow in Murray City
Cemetery:
The Murray woman,
a resident of 1632
Miller Avenue, died
Monday at 10:10 p.m.
in Westview Nursing
Home. Her husband,
Noby West, died June
4, 1955. She was a
member of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 16, 1893, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of
the late Joe Paschall
and Rena TreVathan
Paschall.
Survivors include
two daughters, Mrs.
Eurie (Doris) Warren
and Wilma Robards,
Murray; two sisters,
Mary Boyd, Murray,
and Dorothy Miller,
Detroit, Mich.; five
grandchildren, Jo
Brandon, Sue
McDougal, Sue
Lawrence, Ray Warren, and Charlie Warren; seven greatgrandchildren; one
great -greatgrandchild.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
10 a.m. Wednesday.

Rally
Scheduled
All interested people
are invited to attend a
rally for first district
state senatorial Ray
Reeves at 7 p.m.
tonight in the courtroom of the Calloway
County Courthouse.
The rally is ,spaLE
sored by the Committee of Ray Reeves.

wyw

Donal Rowlett (left), auto mechanics
teacher at the Murray Area Vocational
Center for the past three years, participated
in the Staff Exchange program this summer
at Cains, AMC, Jeep, Renault, Inc. Rowlett
worked on the new Renault automobiles,
jeeps and viewed up-dated films and
schematics. His goals were to gain new
techniques and experience so that the information could be brought back for
classroom use with the students. With
Rowlett are Darrell Cain, service manager;
and Frank Berry,mechanic.

solve your
cellar
drainage
problems!
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Don Darden, marketing and distributive
education teacher at the Murray Vocational
Center for the past four years, participated in
the Staff Exchange program at Big Johns
Grocery and Hardee's Restaurant. Darden's
goals were to become more knowledgeable
with the food retail grocery industry and the
restaurant industry so that the information
learned could be passed on to the students in
the classroom situation. Darden discusses
meat merchandising with Connie Kimbro at
Big John's.

Jack Ward (left), appliance repair teacher
at the Murray Area Vocational Education,
participated in the Staff Exchange program
this summer at Quality Service Company and
Steele-Allbritten. He worked one week at each
place. Ward's goals were to learn new techniques, processes, and information on central
heating and cooling units, and electricity and
housing wiring. The knowledge gained will be
implemented in the classroom. With Ward
is Charles Reed,Steele-Allbritten.
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New 1982 Chevy
Customized Van

4 captains chairs. couch that
makes a bed,
tilt wheel - cruise, am/fm cassette.

$15,877.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
Murray

753-2617
GENZRAL MOTORS PARTS

Chevrakt

annum
Chevrekt

16.28

C.E.F. Fund
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Central Shopping Cantor
Hwy. 641-ArcatNa Cf.
1-6 Mon.-Tras.-Sat.
1-11 Wed.-TIners.-Fri.
1-5 Son.
Sale Good Three
Sat. Oct. 31

N EEDI!WOMAN

F
8X10 COLOR 8X10
PORTRAITS
Birth to
5 Yrs.

78c

ANNUAL
MURRAY LIONS CLUB

RADIO
AUCTION

OFF

50t
HANDLING
CHARGE

TUES. WED.& THUR.
OCTOBER 27, 28, 29, 1981

• One special per family (Additional child
in family $3.95 each)
• Satisfaction Guaranteed
• All Groups $1.00
per person

BEGINNING AT
6:30 P.M. EACH EVENING
WN1S - WAAW
ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE:
LADIES' WEAR — MEN'S WEAN — CHILDREN'S WEAR
HAIRDRESSING ITEMS & SERVICES
SPORTING GOODS — OFFICE SUPPLIES
FOOD — AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES 8. SERVICES
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS — TOOLS — AND MANY, MANY NONE

EVERY YARD OF

• Oyer 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
• Parent must pickup
portraits
• No costumes or
uniforms

FABRIC
IN OUR STORE
THAT REGULARLY SELLS FOR $2.99 YARD OR MORE
MO

Dates
Octobers28 & 29th
Wed.& Thurs.
—
Time -11 a.m. til 5 p.m.

'BARGAINS GALORE'
oweti0000namoomaiorperaorimostTow an lama
CONTINUO NOWT comsawrama IPPONTh. TIKM IBL000 BANK
AND Tom COMMUNITY safillICII PROJECTS.

NOT JUST A
• FEW
SELECTED

• EVERY

FABRIC ITEMS ON SALE
THAT MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS!!
WE ARE SELLING
EVERVARD.OE
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•

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE

•

SALE -

OFF

)"Mi41

IN OUR
STORE

IN OUR STORE AT
916°
OUR REGULAR
LOW PRICES

4AIN,11

•

YARD
OF FABRIC

THAT REGULARLY
SELLS FOR
$2.110 YO.
OR MORE.
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